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Abstract

Distribution over the internet is destined to become a standard approach for live broad-

casting of TV or events of nation-wide interest. The demand for high-quality live video

with personal requirements is destined to grow exponentially over the next few years. End-

system multicast is a desirable option for relieving the content server from bandwidth bottle-

necks and computational load by allowing decentralised allocation of resources to the users

and distributed service management. Network coding provides innovative solutions for a

multitude of issues related to multi-user content distribution, such as the coupon-collection

problem, allocation and scheduling procedure. This thesistackles the problem of stream-

ing scalable video on end-system multicast overlays with prioritised push-based streaming.

We analyse the characteristic arising from a random coding process as a linear channel

operator, and present a novel error detection and correction system for error-resilient de-

coding, providing one of the first practical frameworks for Joint Source-Channel-Network

coding. Our system outperforms both network error correction and traditional FEC coding

when performed separately. We then present a content distribution system based on end-

system multicast. Our data exchange protocol makes use of network coding as a way to

collaboratively deliver data to several peers. Prioritised streaming is performed by means

of hierarchical network coding and a dynamic chunk selection for optimised rate allocation

based on goodput statistics at application layer. We prove,by simulated experiments, the

efficient allocation of resources for adaptive video delivery. Finally we describe the imple-

mentation of our coding system. We highlighting the use rateless coding properties, discuss

the application in collaborative and distributed coding systems, and provide an optimised

implementation of the decoding algorithm with advanced CPUinstructions. We analyse

computational load and packet loss protection via lab testsand simulations, complementing

the overall analysis of the video streaming system in all itscomponents.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent advances in packet video streaming techniques and the succesful introduction of in-

ternet connectivity into every house and every device of daily use (TV sets, laptops, tablets,

handheld devices) has accelerated the demand for higher quality personal video services. In

2012, two important milestones have been laid by arguably the biggest internet-based TV

and live on-demand video platform. First, with the live streaming of the London Olympic

games through NBC, YouTube LLC brought the live streaming ofall sport events via the

Google servers throughout the United States, reaching 225 million streams provided glob-

ally and with peaks of 500 thousand concurrent connections [5]. Later the same year, the

memorable dive of Felix Baumgartner from outer atmosphere,was transmitted live to the

whole planet via the YouTube portal, reaching a peak of 8 million concurrent connections

at the instant of the jump [5]. Such high numbers are indicative of an exponentially growing

trend, which is likely to soon stroll up beside traditional terrestrial and satellite TV services.

In a globalised scenario of video services, several target devices and services fall into

the same scope of interest of one video provider. Alongside DSL home access with full-HD

and 4K screens, mobile and nomadic users may request the samecontent via 3G and 4G,

WiMax or WiFi, with computational and screen capabilities limited by the portable device.

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is the open source and research standard

for firewall-friendly adaptive streaming, competitor of HTTP Live Streaming (HLS, Apple),

HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS, Adobe Systems), and Smooth Streaming (Microsoft).

DASH uses the existing infrastructure for content retrieval over HTTP, and streams stored

video encoded at multiple rates via single-rate encoders tousers, depending on the service

subscription. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) on the other handis a seamless multi-rate video

coding option where reusability of the stream is embodied bythe layered coding approach,

and aims at providing better and more dynamic adaptability to several streaming conditions
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as well as differentiated classes of service. A scalable encoded video has multiple decoding

options embedded in the stream. Any scalable stream can be reduced to a lower resolution,

frame rate or SNR-quality by removing parts of the stream, oraugmented with additional

enhancement data to increase the resolution, frame rate or SNR-quality starting from the

already received stream.

Flash-Crowd effects resulting from sudden increase of content popularity are cause of

overload of streaming server. To avoid the high number of connections to a single server

and due to the difficulty in deploying multicast at the IP layer in a dynamic environment,

providers employ a Content Delivery Network (CDN) with cache nodes which aggregate

the users of a geographical region to a local access point. Deploying a CDN infrastruc-

ture involves replicating computing facilities at remote locations, hiring bandwidth from

local Internet Service Providers (ISP), and implementing acontent distribution system on

the private backbone. Motivation for a new form of delivery called peer-assisteddelivery

is the realisation that during flash-crowd events the same content is available not only at

the caching nodes, but also across the consuming users. End-users have at the same time

the data cached locally, and possess idle resources that canbe employed to redeliver it to

other users. The idea that millions of users, consuming the same content at the same time,

could provide a "pool" of servers in huge numbers to connect to, not only is promising

and extremely powerful, but could be implemented with very little effort with all existing

technology on nowadays Internet.

Pushing the content delivery duties and upstream burden to end-users might be the so-

lution to fulfil an ever growing demand with a non-exponential increase of resources, both

at large scale such as the YouTube case as well as medium and small case, e. g., national

or small independent broadcasters. Content distribution may be realised via collaborative

streaming from multiple sources, without any need to redesign the existing internet infras-

tructure or expand the serving facilities. End-system multicast might also take small scale

personal and commercial communication to a whole new level,where people or companies

can share or stream live material without the support of dedicated infrastructure or external

services. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing protocols, although under an infamous reputation,

have demonstrated the power of file sharing via mutual exchange among final users. Build-

ing upon the reliable BitTorrent protocol [6], Tribler was one of the most succesful systems

for video sharing [7, 8] and is still nowadays growing the customers span. In the industry

world, a french company and the french national television have also teamed up to provide

a browser-based peer-assisted solution for broadcasting the football World Cup 2014 [9].

Finally, the European project P2P-Next [10], which Tribleris also part of, put under de-
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Fig. 1.1: An SVC application scenario with stream adaption for differentiated services.

velopement an internet television standard based on P2P, which marks a high and ethical

recognition of P2P technologies for future multimedia communication.

In this thesis we analyse a content distribution system of novel conception, entailing

coded collaborative multicast of scalable video over an end-systems mesh overlay. Priori-

tised network coding will be introduced as a fundamental tool for distributed coding and

for optimised chunk delivery. We’ll firstly highlight the motivations for our system design

choices, then illustrate in detail our contributions.

1.1 Motivation

Our work is driven by the need for better personal video streaming services, available ev-

erywhere and for all kind of devices and satisfying a broad range of user needs in terms of

Quality of Service.

Scalable Video Streaming

Traditional video codecs are designed to encode for a specific target bit rate and visual con-

figuration. The variety of receivers in interconnected networks requires flexibility in terms

of coding and delivery of the data. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is a video coding paradigm

that exploits the variety of the transmission channels and users requirements. SVC allows

partial decoding of the video at reduced resolution, frame rate or quality from the same
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embedded bit-stream. Several alternatives exist, the standard H.264/Scalable Video Cod-

ing (SVC) being based on block Discrete Cosine Transform spatial coding, and alternatives

based on spatial and temporal wavelet transforms. Multirate delivery such as in the scenario

in Fig. 1.1 would allow mobile devices with low computational power and small displays

to receive a compact stream with reduced quality and resolution, whereas home users and

companies connected via optic fibre and with availability ofbig screens can receive a higher

quality video without the need for the cache nodes to store different versions of the video. In

datagram-based and feedback free channels, with multiple paths and that are prone to losses

and errors, or in low delay applications, channel coding plays a critical role, and SVC has

been employed for superior resilience via joint source-channel coding. Unequal Error and

Loss Protection (UEP/ULP) are coding techniques tailored for layered coding data, where

the amount of redundant data for protection is tuned to minimise the visual distortion, based

on the importance of the data layers. Multiple Description Coding (MDC) and Prioritised

Encoding Transmission (PET) on the other hand aim at providing the best decoding com-

promises with partially received data, by distributing data in several representations in a way

that allows partially decoding te video from a subset of received packets.

Content Delivery and Peer-to-Peer Networks

The situation in Fig. 1.1 illustrates a scalable video distribution system based on a CDN

infrastructure. The concern that multicast at IP layer would not provide the necessary sup-

port in terms of network scalability and support for error, flow, and congestion control lead

to the exploration of Application Layer Multicast (ALM) options. Infrastructure with ap-

plication layer functionalities such as caching and multicast is put in place to replicate data

over wide backbone links while providing a geographically localised access point. A special

case of application layer multicast, referred to as End-System Multicast (ESM), is when all

ALM nodes are End-Systems or final users and potentially recipient of the transmitted in-

formation. In a relatively not so recent work it was argued that End-System multicast would

provide the solution to all shortcomings of IP multicast andadditionally provide all desired

properties in a CDN such as: Self-organisation, overlay efficiency, self-improvement, and

adaptation to network dynamics [11]. Fig. 1.2 shows the difference in employing the IP

layer functionalities to deliver data to multiple receivers, with multiple unicast sessions (a)

or native multicast (b), or node communication at application layer, providing ALM (c) or

End-System Multicast (d).

Multiple platform and types of devices are nowadays connected to the internet, putting
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Fig. 1.2: Examples of multicast options: naive IP unicast (a), IP multicast (b), application
layer multicast (c), and end-system multicast (d).

deeply different display requirements, reception conditions and Quality of Service (QoS)

demands behind the same basic internet service offered by ISP. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) tech-

nologies, working without a serviced infrastructure and relying only on the spontaneous

aggregation of users, have been successfully employed for live and on demand multime-

dia delivery, thanks to the inter-user communication that allows a closer interaction and an

impromptu allocation of resources to the users needs. Scalable video delivery over hybrid

network of peers with a content streaming server, known as peer-assisted delivery, will be

topic of discussion of this thesis.

Network Coding

Network communication as a whole, but also specifically P2P systems as we’ll shortly ex-

plain, are going through a stage of renovation with the introduction of Network Coding

(NC). NC was pin pointed into research literature with the seminal article by Ahlswedeet

al. in [12] where the possibility of encoding information at theintermediate network nodes,

as opposed to traditional relaying, is envisioned as the ultimate way to achieve the theorised
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Fig. 1.3: The satellite example: with traditional relay (left) and with coding (right).

network capacity, achievable with routing only in particular cases.

Network coding was initially studied in the scope of satellite communication, where the

idea of broadcasting encoded information rather than transmitting the exact signal needed

by one receiver would increase the system performance at virtually no price, as shown in

Fig. 1.3. A network equivalent of the satellite example, where a unique source is added, the

satellite bottleneck has been made explicit, and both ends have been made recipient of the

data, is the butterfly network shown in Fig. 1.4. In this classic example, one can note how

only one packet amonga andb can be forwarded via the middle link, allowing only one of

the two sinks receiving both data symbols at a time (Fig. 1.4,a), whereas network coding

would allow both sink nodes to receive an encoded version of the data via theXORin the

middle link. This allows decoding the information at both receivers with less bandwidth

usage and with less delay (Fig. 1.4,b). Network Coding has proven to bring a number of

advantages, such as:

1. Maximising the throughput and reach the network capacity.

2. Minimising the latency.

Network coding has introduced a new field of coding theory, one of the most interesting

results being the Network Error Correction (NEC) topic, which studies the network coding

characteristic to allow forward error correction at NC level.
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Fig. 1.4: The two receivers multicast butterfly network example with traditional routing (a)
and with network coding (b).

Although influential authors argue that P2P does not performnetwork coding the way

it has been theorised, several advantages are to be found when employed in P2P networks

in the way data chunks are exchanged, both in file download andmedia streaming. Ele-

gant solutions to the well-knowncoupon collectionand themissing chunkproblems can

be implemented. Fig. 1.5 shows how the approach to data distribution changes with the

introduction of network coding and the use of scalable data.In traditional P2P every data

piece is unique. Every user identifies portions of data as either received or not received.

Packet scheduling, chunks requests, prioritisation policies for "rare" pieces are necessary to

make sure that each individual data chunk is delivered to each user (Fig. 1.5,a). On the other

hand, with network coding, data bits are not a commodity anymore. Users can exchange en-

coded version of the buffered chunks, and, by these simple means, deliver a useful piece of

information that builds up to succesful decoding of the information, with virtually no ineffi-

ciencies (or very little, e. g. in randomised settings), butsensibly reducing the management

and coordination procedures.

In this work we aim at designing components and strategies for scalable video streaming

systems via End-system multicast, possibly with P2P logic.We analyse advantages and

implementation possibilities of network coding, implementing priority encoding techniques,

a scalable data exchange method for P2P networks, and an optimised implementation of data

recovery from fountains of encoded data.
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Fig. 1.5: Comparison between traditional pull-based P2P protocols (a) and network coding,
push-based P2P systems in traditional (b) and scalable (c) implementation.

1.2 Contribution and Thesis Organisation

This thesis is structured as follows: We firstly give on overview of network coding, both al-

gebraic and applied to data relay problems, and scalable data transmission. We then proceed

to describe the main achievements of this project through three main contributions.

State of the art
Since network coding is the aspect that has the most influencein the design of the data flow

and coding, Chapter 2 will review the basic formulation of both the algebraic approach to

and the practical framework of network coding, as well as chunk exchange scheduling tech-

niques on P2P. This will allow us to then introduce the decoding via detection and deletion

method in Chapter 4 as well as the overlay data delivery in Chapter 5. To complement this

necessary survey, Appendices B and C will review the coding bounds and network weights

from network error correction theory, and deterministic and randomised construction tech-

niques for standard and error correcting network codes, respectively. As far as scalable data

coding and transmission is concerned, Chapter 3 will introduce scalable video coding and

channel coding techniques for prioritised transmission. We clarify firstly how a scalable

stream is formatted and is to be decoded, and then we describethe current state of the art in

rateless unequal loss and error protection, as well as multiple description coding techniques.
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By introducing multiple description coding we lay the foundation to describe our first contri-

bution of prioritised coding over a network coding channel in Chapter 4, whereas describing

the fountain codes and variants with unequal protection is again functional to introduce our

data streaming system between overlay nodes (Chapter 5), and to explain design choices,

similarities and differences with our fountain coding transmission in Chapter 6. Appendix A

will then briefly describe the video coding architecture of SVC used in our experiments.

Contributions
The contribution of this thesis can divided into three main points.

Chapter 4 presents a method for coding data against channel errors, combining the er-

ror detection aspects of network error correction and the prioritised encoding transmission

framework applied to scalable data, providing to the authors’ best knowledge one of the first

practical implementations of Joint Source-Channel-Network Coding. The algebraic formu-

lation will help us at this first stage, and will be used to study the transmission over the

network channel as a linear operator, also known as matrix channel. We will design network

codes based on directed graphs, and not make any assumptionson the underlying network

protocols, except assume randomised code construction andnon coherent transmission, in

order to analyse the error rate at the receiver-end application layer.

Chapter 5 will then introduce our P2P live video delivery application. We’ll describe

an application that can be run in distributed nodes. We will describe the implementation of

prioritised random coding with a push criterion which realises a practical network coding

framework for scalable data, and the rate estimation problem arising from distributing scal-

able data in a collaborative fashion. We’ll describe a proactive water-filling rate allocation

technique applied to live buffering and streaming, and describe and analyse the result of

transmission experiments on the network simulator (ns2), with realistic network dynamics.

Finally, we will characterise the prioritised coding for exchanged data among the peers

as a random fountain code over a finite field in Chapter 6. We’llrecall the definition of state

of the art rateless codes and understand differences and similarities with the premise of a

distributed coding system like the one described in the other chapters, and we’ll characterise

our coding for push-based P2P with forward error correctionproperties for packet loss pro-

tection. We’ll explain fast implementations of the decoderand dimensioning of the system

for high rate streams, demonstrating the feasibility of such implementation in a real setting

and virtually linear variance of end-to-end delay against network latency, which makes it

particularly suitable for data exchange in live streaming systems.

Chapter 7 discusses the outcome of this study with considerations about future research

direction. Appendices A, B and C conclude this thesis.



Chapter 2

Network Coding for Content Delivery

Network Coding (NC) was first introduced in 2000 [12]. The promise of Network Cod-

ing was that of being able to reach the network capacity, calculated theoretically but never

reached with traditional routing, e.g. in multicast scenarios. NC has attracted interest in

many applications, such as wireless networking, network security, data sharing and storage.

It has promised to provide enhanced performance in terms of end-to-end delay, energy con-

sumption, storage, impact of channel errors and data persistence. It has also allowed to find

algorithms that reduce the well known intractable problem of finding optimal multicast trees

to a solvable problem [13, 14].

The research community has already started exploring thesetopics and providing appli-

cations employing network coding as a system design component, while theoretical aspects

of NC are still being studied and developed. NC is undergoingtwo parallel research paths,

one pursuing the theoretical coding aspect of NC, and another one developing practical

applications.

In this chapter we tackle both aspects, first describing the fundamental theory of linear

network coding, and then analysing the well-established guidelines that allowed putting NC

into practical systems. A survey of network coding and errorcorrection theory, which was

published as a journal paper, is partially covered in this Chapter and in Appendices B and C.

2.1 Linear Network Coding

The novel idea of NC is to allow network nodes to forward information encoded from the

received one, instead of just relaying it like in traditional routing. The main advantage of

this approach is that the theoretical capacity of any network can be reached with some form

of coding, although the coding solution for any kind of network is far from being found.
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Linear coding includes all those information mixing techniques, functions and maps, for

which the following properties, defined with broad sense, are valid:

• Additivity: f (x+y) = f (x)+ f (y)

• Homogeneity of degree 1:f (αx) = α f (x)

Coding with linear functions has demonstrated to be sufficient to achieve the upper capacity

bound in multicast problems, with single or multiple sources, however it fails to do so in the

general case (multi-source, multi-sink, and with arbitrary demands) [15].

Linear network coding was introduced by Liet al. [16]. Consider a communication

network as a directed graphG = (V,E), composed of a vertex setV and a directed edge

setE. Edges in the graph are considered to have integer capacity.In linear network coding

the transmitted messages are linear combinations of the messages at the input edges of

each node (Fig. 2.1). A Linear Code Multicast (LCM) is a set oflinear encoding functions

corresponding to each edge ofE, which can convey an information flow from a set of sources

S=
[

s1,s2, . . .s|S|
]

to a set of sink nodesT =
[

t1, t2, . . . t|T|
]

. We will from now on only

restrict our study to single source networks.

Given a non-source nodei with input edges setIn(i) and output edges sete∈Out(i) we

refer toi astail(e), e∈Out(i) andhead(d), d ∈ In(i). LetUd,d ∈ In(i) be the messages in

the incoming edges toi, then the messageUe transmitted on edgeecan be written as:

Ue= ∑
d∈In(e)

βd,eUd. (2.1)

The coding coefficientsβd,e constitute thelocal encoding kernelof an edgee,∀e∈ E, from

the incoming edges to its tail node. Theglobal encoding kernelof an edge are result of local

coding from encoding from source to a given edgee in upstream-to-downstream order and

can be written as:

ke= ∑
d∈In(e)

βd,ekd. (2.2)

In practical applications, the messages in hand are are considered as symbols in a finite field

Fq of sizeq, e. g., a Galois Field (GF) of sizeq= 2m or a ring of polynomials of maximum

degree log2(q)−1, wherem is a chosen integer usually corresponding to the bits field.

2.1.1 Algebraic Approach to Acyclic Networks

The algebraic approach to model the network transfer characteristic was proposed in [17].

In this approach, as well as many coding-theoretic studies,the network is assumed to be
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Fig. 2.1: Algebraic modelling of network coding with LinearCoding Multicast (LCM).

without cycles and delay-free. Although seemingly non realistic, it’s practically possible to

assume this is ensured by other mechanisms, as discussed later on.

An adjacency matrixK is defined as an|E|× |E|matrix:

[K]e,d =

{

βd,e if tail(e) = head(d)

0 otherwise
(2.3)

The network transform characteristic can be then modelled by the following system matrix:

Mt = A(I −K[β ])−1Bt (2.4)

In the above equation,A is anω×|E| matrix which represents how the sources routes the

ω source symbols into the network edgesE. It follows thatA(i, j) 6= 0 only if j ∈ Out(s).

Similarly,B is an|E|×h matrix representing how the receivert maps the information on the

incoming edges intoh output symbols. I also holds thatBt(i, j) 6= 0 only if i ∈ In(t). Finally

I is an|E|× |E| identity matrix.

Consider a network with a max-flowh defined as the minimum among the max-flows

to all destinationsht , t ∈ T. A source codebook is a vector spaceC ⊆ F
h
q. It’s important

to note that we already introduce the notation whereh is the max-flow andω ≤ h is the

source code dimension and information rate for coherence with the network error correction

notation used later on.

Linear coding across the network induces a linear transformation on the source message
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vector (or codeword)x = [x1,x2, . . . ,xω ]
T ∈ C , with symbolsxi ∈ Fq. The codeword re-

ceived by a sink node is a vector of messagesyt = [y1,y2, . . . ,yht ]
T , obtained by means of

the linear coding as:

yT
t = xTMt . (2.5)

In light of these definitions, one can find the physical meaning of the network transfer char-

acteristic in the quantitiesω andh. Similarly to traditional channel coding,ω is the infor-

mation rate in terms of information-carrying symbols that are injected in the network at each

time slot, whereash is the actual flow of symbols including random ones generatedfor loss

protection. Network coding introduces the factor of recombination of suchh packets at each

stage of the transition from source to network. It retains though the meaning of global flow

across multiple paths. The actual throughput can be calculated as the product of the number

of symbols transmitted during a time sloth by the number of transmissions per second.

The receiver can decode the source messages by inverting thetransformation, i. e. by

solving a system of linear equations in a finite field (GF(q)). In order to deliver decodable

information, the global encoding vectors along each path must retain linear independence.

To achieve this condition, a subset ofω of theh global encoding kernels, identified by the

columns of the matrixMt in Eq. (2.5), must be linearly independent, i. e., must be a valid

base for the coding space. In other words, the system matrixMt has to have rank equal to

ω. It has been demonstrated that an LCM is sufficient to reach the max-flow rate in single-

source multicast networks, and such LCM exists if the base field is large enough [16].

Algorithm for construction of the code can follow either theflow approach or the matrix

rank verification. Although theoretically they achieve thesame result, in general the specific

situation dictates whether one algorithm is applicable or not (e. g., whether centralised

construction is allowed). This is discussed in Appendix C.

2.1.2 Network Error Correction

Network Error Correction (NEC) was proposed to use the network transfer characteristic

for error control purposes [18, 19].

The algebraic model of transmission can be extended by considering errors as random

alterations of the symbols on the edges and erasures as symbol cancellations. This alteration

is considered as an additive 1×|E| error vectorz as:

yT
t = (xTA+z)(I −K)−1Bt . (2.6)
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Particular accent is put on the source codebookC being anω-dimensional subspace of

the vector spaceFh
q spanned by an LCM, withω < h. Network Error Correction extends

all the knowledge of classic coding theory, such as coding distance, weight measures and

coding bounds considering the LCM as a coding operator. The network code can be given

similar properties to traditional coding in terms of numberof correctable errors and erasures

depending on the code length, if similar distance properties are respected at destination, with

definitions of distance and bounds given by a number of new measures (see Appendix B).

In broad terms, NEC assesses what is needed for the LCM to sustain a flowω in presence

of errors. Given an LCM, the code redundancy is defined as:

δt = ht −ω. (2.7)

Under certain conditions, and assuming a definition of network Hamming weight as:

Wmsg
t (x) =Wrec

t (xMt) = min{wH(z) : zFt = xMt} . (2.8)

and network coding distance as:

Dmsg
t (x1,x2) =Wmsg

t (x1−x2) (2.9)

as given in Appendix B, a minimum distance of the LCM can be calculated as

dmin,t = min
{

Dmsg
t (x1,x2) : x1,x2 ∈ C ,x1 6= x2

}

. (2.10)

For a Minimum Distance Separable (MDS) code it holds that

dmin,t = δt +1. (2.11)

With such definitions and in accordance with classic coding theory we can define a code asl-

error-correctingif the receiver can see a consistent coding space of dimension ω = dim(C),

in presence of an error pattern with weight at mostl, and if it is a Minimum Distance

Separable (MDS) code, it also holds that:

l ≤ ⌊dmin,t−1⌋
2

(2.12)

Construction of the network code with these characteristics can be done with various tech-

niques. Despite the remarkable results within the theoretical framework of network coding,
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many of the proposed code construction techniques are applicable to networks or graphs

where these assumptions apply:

• Cycle- and delay-free network

• Coherent transmission

• Edge capacities known

These conditions also assume the knowledge of the optimal packing of spanning trees.

Packing Steiner trees in traditional multicast is the task of finding the minimum cost tree

connecting the source to a set of receivers. In network coding finding the trees is also a

fundamental task, because it reduces the network to a directed and cycle free graph, and it’s

necessary to exploit transmission possibilities across multiple paths. Additionally, it relaxes

some of the constraints that made the packing problem an intractable optimisation task in

the routing case. Finding the trees is not anymore a task of finding separate paths, since

superposing multicast trees is allowed by coding, and reduces the optimisation task to a

tractable problem. However, the issue of how to build the trees with practical algorithms

remains open, since an approach to finding such paths which isoptimal and distributed is

hot topic of research.

Randomised algorithms as well as deterministic and iterative construction algorithms

based on the aforementioned assumptions are discussed in the next section and in Ap-

pendix C.

2.2 Practical Network Coding

Chou’s model for practical transmission has been proposed in [3, 20, 21] and introduces a

number of techniques to effectively implement coding techniques at intermediate network

nodes, including introduction ofgenerations, and a packet format with appended coeffi-

cients. This model abstracts from the previous assumptionsof unitary and synchronised

links, thus assumes that there can be random delays and losses throughout the network,

variable link capacities as well as unknown broadcast capacity and max-flow to the re-

ceivers. The main technique for transmitting/decoding with randomised network coding is

to include the encoding kernels as an extension of the packetpayload. When packets are

re-encoded at intermediate nodes, the coefficients are encoded as well. The receiver can

build the decoding matrix by parsing the portion of data prepended to the payload.
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2.2.1 Randomised Construction

In most situations, performing a centralised constructionof the network code is very imprac-

tical. Additionally, coherent transmission assumes that all nodes encode according to the

centralised design, which would require an unrealistic amount of coordination between the

nodes and the senders and receivers. Distributed and randomised approaches allow interme-

diate nodes to handle, encode and retransmits data without knowledge of the global status

of the network or what code is applied by other nodes, still effectively providing network

coded transmission.

In order to achieve this, any forwarding node can chose randomly and autonomously the

multiplicative coefficients to use to combine the outgoing packets or symbols. As a con-

sequence, sink nodes receive a randomly encoded version of the source data by means of

a random transformation operated all together by the network. Little a priori information

is required, however the source should acquire an estimate of the sustainable flow of infor-

mation to avoid rank deficiency at the receiver, whereas knowledge of the matrix channel

characteristic is to be retrieved by the receivers to allow decoding. One additional constraint

for the forwarding nodes is to know the flow traversing the node itself, which allows to re-

spect the overall network flow. With unknown bandwidth restrictions one can as well turn to

partially ranked approach to prioritise data, as explainedin Section 3.2.2 and in [3]. We will

however take a rateless approach which aims at exploiting every transmission opportunities,

as described in Chapter 5.

As far as the receiver is concerned, the message can be decoded if the matrix channel

conserves full rank of the source coding space. This is however, a random event that de-

pends on many factors. With a coherent coding approach, the probability of having a valid

random network code is bounded by a limit that depends on the field size, and the number of

intermediate nodes and receivers. A sufficiently large basefield is usually enough to ensure

the existence of the code and the possibility of successfully decoding the transmission in

any network [22]. Such choice of system design is then what determines the probability of

failure of the transmission. A Table of probability bounds is given in Appendix C.

Additionally, in presence of link failures or errors the source information can also be

retrieved correctly, with additional constraints. If the source codebook has a degree of

redundancyδt = mincut(t)−ω,∀t ∈ T, whereω = dim(C ) ≤ ht , the minimum distance

can be eventually equal toδt + 1, like for traditional error correcting codes, with some

probability in randomised code or if deterministically constructed. In randomised coding

minimum distance is a random variable and the probability ofbeing equal toδt +1 has been

found to be also dependent on network characteristic [23]. Asurvey on code construction
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with randomised approaches is discussed in Appendix C. We will justify certain choices

for randomised coding by the degree of redundancyδt and the error detection/correction

properties that we want to achieve.

2.2.2 Packet Format

In a packet network we assume that all codewords in a packet are subject to the same en-

coding at the intermediate nodes. A non-coherent model can be assumed, meaning that the

packets don’t come necessarily from disjoint paths, but rather from any of the incoming

edges and most probably at different time instants.

Let’s introduce the notation of a source packetbi = [xi,1,xi,2, . . . ,xi,w] which includes

every i-th symbol ofw successive codewordsx1, . . . ,xw. Equivalently, we can define a

received packet asdi = [yi,1,yi,2, . . . ,yi,w], resulting from several recombinations of a set of

ω packets that can be expressed mathematically as follows:









d1
...

dh









=









y1,1 y1,2 . . . y1,w
...

...
. . .

...

yh,1 yh,2 . . . yh,w









= MT
t









b1
...

bω









= MT
t









x1,1 x1,2 . . . x1,w
...

...
. . .

...

xω,1 xω,2 . . . xω,w









,

(2.13)

where we recall the definition of theω×ht matrixMt from Eq. (2.4). This Equation is also

the transposed of Eq (2.6).

Network coding transmission is defined coherent when the receiver knows the network

topology and the coding functions, and non-coherent otherwise. When the coding functions

are randomised and change at every transmission of a batch ofpackets, one has to assume

the non-coherent model. However, in-band communication ofthe global encoding kernels

ensures that the transfer characteristic can be deduced at the the receiver.

This is done by pre-pending a vector of lengthω to each packet at the source, which has

only one unitary element, and has zeros elsewhere. Each packet’s pre-pended vector has the

unitary element in a different position, so that a generation of packets packed into a matrix

such as the one in Eq. (2.13) can also be rewritten as follows:

Yt = MT
t









1 0 x1,1 x1,2 . . . x1,N
. . .

...
...

. ..
...

0 1 xω,1 xω,2 . . . xω,N









=









MT
t

y1,1 y1,2 . . . y1,w
...

...
. . .

...

yh,1 yh,2 . . . yh,w









.

(2.14)

The presence of the identity matrix (see also Fig. 3.8 for a visual representation) helps
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understanding how the encoding kernels, result of coding operations at the core network

nodes, are communicated in-band as a product of network coding, and are used by receiver

to construct a linear system of equations and recover the source information. The cost of

this scheme is an overhead ofω encoding factors per packet. This overhead is a small

percentage of the total bandwidth for sufficiently large packets and no higher than average

ordinary throughput losses. On the other hand, protection against packet losses can be

achieved by arbitrarily increasing the number of produced packets. The probability that the

received packets are enough for decodingb1, . . .bω is acceptably high (above 95%) for field

sizes greater than 28 [3] and increases whenh> ω packets are collected. This probability

was calculated in [24] and [25] as being equal to:

PΩ,H(ω,h) =
ω−1

∏
n=0

(

1− 1
qh−n

)

, (2.15)

which expresses the exact probability of decodingω packets fromh randomly encoded in

a field of sizeq. The rateless nature of randomised coding has been pointed out as one of

the advantages of this approach against packet losses [26].We will reprise this technique in

Chapter 6 and analyse packet loss protection properties andcomputational load.

2.2.3 Buffering Model: Generations

In real networks, the packets traverse the network with random delays. In order to syn-

chronise the encoding operations on subset of packets of reasonable size, the concept of

generationis introduced. Packets are grouped in generations and assigned an identification

number. The number of packets in a generation is indicated with ω, with clear implication

of the code dimension. At the intermediate nodes the packetsare buffered until a transmis-

sion opportunity arises. A new packet is encoded from and only from the buffered packets

of a specific generation with random coefficients, before being transmitted to the next hop.

A small field in the packet header is used to distinguish the generation to which the pack-

ets belong to. Due to the randomised nature of the code, a small probability exists that an

incoming packet is linearly dependent from the packets thathave already been buffered.

Packets that are linearly independent from the current buffered packets in the same genera-

tion are calledinnovativeand are added to the buffer.Non-innovativepackets are discarded.

Gauss-Jordan elimination is traditionally used to check for non-innovative packets. This

also progressively decodes the incoming data, so that when the last incoming packet from a

generation is decoded, the original information is available to be consumed at the receiver.
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Buffer flushing policies have to be implemented to keep the network on a reasonably up-

dated status. We implemented a specific policy for our video streaming data.

2.3 Coded Multicast in Overlay Networks

To embrace network coding in existing packet networks one must think of the implications

in the network protocol stack. It is very unlikely that NC will be implemented at transport

layer of the stack, due to the well-established IP routing mechanisms and protocols. In

the deployment of multimedia and content distribution networks, implementing routing and

multicast functionalities has moved towards the application level to address most problems

typically associated with IP multicast. Quality of Service(QoS), adaptivity to network

dynamics, and ability to be self-organising are a few of the desired properties of a Content

Delivery Network, addressing many of the limitation of IP multicast [11]. Additionally,

handling the information at application layer, is an effective option to perform media-aware

routing, and by re-encoding the information, also network coding. IP legacy systems can

offer the options of packing multiple unicast session and IPmulticast. Such options are

known for having a very high throughput load for the source node, and limitations in terms

of scalability and latent reaction to changes in the topology. With an overlay topology, where

some of the nodes are capable of handling information at application layer (some of which

might be end-user systems), multicast can be handled by the End-Systems and it might

additionally rely on a number of intermediate nodes to manage multicast functionalities.

End-system multicast can be seen as case of Application Layer Multicast where all multicast

nodes are end systems.

The content delivery system described in this thesis is based on an application imple-

mented at the top levels of the stack, handling coding and data exchange between the net-

work nodes at application layer. A first problem in efficiently delivering information, both in

traditional networks and coding-aware networks, resides in the process of network discov-

ery. This information allows then to build paths to reach each destination. Two approaches

can be implemented:

Tree based systems In this approach routing trees are calculated, spanning separate paths

between source and receivers, optimised to achieve either shortest paths, maximum fairness,

or maximum bandwidth. Although the problem of packing Steiner trees is traditionally

considered computationally intractable [27], the networkcoding assumption generalises the

problem and reduces it to a manageable optimisation problem[14, 28, 29]. Collaboration
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Fig. 2.2: Distribution of data in a coded overlay.

between nodes belonging to parallel paths is difficult to exploit, thus the data flow rate

suffers from the bottleneck links on the chosen path.

Cooperative mesh systems Mesh networks have the advantage of using all the available

connections to discover possible download opportunities to retrieve the data. The drawback

of cooperative systems in the traditional case is that, missing the big picture, bandwidth ef-

ficiency is lower, nodes may be subject to reception of a highly redundant stream and might

run into the problem of chunk rarity. Coding on cooperative mesh overlays seems a viable

option to reduce inefficiencies and the missing-chunk problem. Concurrent downloads en-

hance coding and path diversity [26]. This has been the pointof strength of peer-to-peer

protocols, whose distribution mechanism is exemplified in Fig.2.2.

2.3.1 Mesh Based Architectures: Peer-to-Peer

A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network is an overlay network which, asopposed to CDNs or other

infrastructure networks, is composed by nodes that spontaneously join and leave and that

are generally all final consumers of the data (whereas in CDN,core nodes are only cache

points). P2P does not need to build paths, instead all nodes share their cached data with

other connected users. P2P protocols can be classified depending on the approach they take

to distribute the chunks of data:

Pull-based systems allow nodes to request specific chunks of data. Usersneed to commu-

nicate to each other the respective availability of data chunks.
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Push-basedapproaches allow senders to decide which chunks to push to other users, based

on some scheduling criterion.

Introducing network coding in P2P systems has the benefit of reducing the need to trans-

mit specific chunks of data, improving time efficiency as wellas shortening scheduling pro-

cedures. Any coded packet is potentiallyinnovativefor the receivers, which don’t have to

receive a specific chunk of data, but can instead progressively decode the data and at the

same time contribute with their portion of encoded chunks (See Fig. 2.2). In dynamic sys-

tems, where either the nodes can depart or fail at unexpectedtimes or the network can have

shortages, congestions and bottlenecks, some chunks mightremain unrecoverable, imped-

ing most of the nodes, if not all, to recover the data. This is well known in file-share systems

as themissing chunkproblem. Distributing randomly encoded data can instead make sure

that the whole data is distributed in different forms acrossthe whole network, so that even

if the source departs from the network, the other nodes can exchange their buffered data to

recover the source data.

The Avalanche system, developed by Microsoft, was the first research product that

demonstrated improved performance with respect to traditional system, in terms of reduced

download times and better usage of resources. Peer-to-peersystems might be the architec-

tures that can benefit the most from random network coding andwill be the fundament of

our content delivery system proposed in Chapter 5.

Both CDNs and P2P networks are a first step towards a class of communication networks

known as Information-Centric Networks (ICN) [30]. With ICN, object retrieval mechanisms

are based on content rather than location, allowing the network to choose the best way to

cache and delivery such objects upon request. Similarly to the idea initiated with the afore-

mentioned architectures, caching and localisation becomes a tool for transparent delivery of

content identified by the naming convention rather than the original source, optimised with

regards to the location of the requesting user. Network coding natively provides the means

for efficient content caching across the ICN, as well as the possibility for users to retrieve

collaboratively from different rendezvous points, with a distributed yet efficient system to

manage objects at content level rather than a packet or chunklevel [31].

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have highlighted the fundamental resultsin network coding that allow

us to implement and experiment data transmission and streaming on a complete network
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environment. Although being a young discipline and severalnew mathematical tools be-

ing still studied, practical systems exploiting network coding have demonstrated validity

and potential for future developments, especially peer-to-peer systems. The benefits of ad-

vanced processing in the network come with a price. This entails additional computational

complexity for coding and decoding, some fixed overhead for in-band signalling and vari-

able overhead due to random coding, as well as the need to carefully plan the data flow

in order to not fall into the rank deficiency problem. With these premises, the focus of

our research is to implement and experiment streaming of scalable data on a peer-to-peer

environment with network coding, providing a solution for rate allocation with overhead

awareness (Chapter 5) as well as for sustaining the computational complexity (Chapter 6).



Chapter 3

Scalable Coding and Prioritised

Streaming

Scalable Coding, also referred to as Layered Coding (LC) responds to a multitude of chal-

lenges imposed by media broadcasting. Looking at systems employing dynamic streaming

(such as Youtube, and DASH and industrial alternatives) it becomes clear how providing

a Scalable Video Coding (SVC) service can optimise the use ofresources and the overall

quality of service on the platform. Conventional codecs only target one single configura-

tion of video in terms of quality, resolution and frame rate.While one configuration may

be a good fit for one target system (e. g., full HD at 30 frame persecond with fibre optic

broadband) the same configuration is probably not good for another terminal (e. g., lap-

top with Wi-Fi connection, hand-held device over 3G). Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over

HTTP (DASH) and other dynamic streaming protocols target this issue by storing multiple

encoded versions of the same video. The downsides of this approach are mainly two:

• The server has to decode and re-encode the live video in different versions, often

without any smart transcoding.

• Caching nodes, or peers in the P2P case, need to store all available versions of the

video.

• Once the segment is downloaded the user cannot reduce the quality on the fly (for

example because of corrupted stream or sudden lack of computational resources) and

can only request and download the segment again at a different quality, or wait and

switch for the next segment.

Scalable coding provides a way of gradually switching between video configurations by

decimating the stream at any point to reduce the quality. Conversely, by retrieving additional
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Fig. 3.1: Example of partial decoding for temporal, spatial, quality, or mixed scalability.

enhancement data, the device can reuse all data retrieved for lower rate video and play back

an enhanced quality video.

A scalable extension of the H.264/AVC, known as H.264/SVC, has been standardised

and is now thede-factostate-of-the-art in scalable video coding and standard reference for

other codecs. Since shortly after the introduction of the High Efficiency Video Coding

(HEVC), follow up to the AVC and most efficient codec to date, exploration has started

to provide the scalable extension to HEVC in the near future.Among the alternatives,

the Wavelet-SVC codec (also known as aceSVC or MMV-SVC) provides comparable per-

formance with an approach based on wavelet transforms instead of discrete cosine trans-

forms [32, 33].

The main objective of the layered coding has been to enable multiple decoding possibil-

ities from a single encoded bitstream. This might be the caseof data to be retrieved from

local storage with the possibility of selecting directly the desired configuration. Or it can

be the result of an adaption performed by a network element. For instance, in a hierarchical

structure like the one shown in Fig. 1.1 a group of edge nodes caching the full rate video

can stream different versions of the video to the connected users depending on the requested

quality. In case of partial reception due to packet jams, reduced bandwidth, or partial data
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corruption, the stream can be decimated and decoded up to thelowest layer received intact,

without interrupting the playback.

Joint Source-Channel Coding (JSCC) is a key technique to getthe best out of scalable

encoded video. In scalable coding, errors and losses of dataon enhancement layers don’t in-

terfere on the decodability of lower layers, allowing to limit distortion to fine-granularity vi-

sual impact, confine corrupted data on less important data and keep cross-layer interference

limited. Unequal allocation of redundant bits promotes thecorrect and error free reception

of portions of data that have higher impact on the visual quality, such as the base and first

enhancement layers of video, or the I-frames. This allows ad-hoc boosting of the overall

performance in terms of objective quality, continuity and subjective quality of service.

This chapter introduces channel coding approaches to scalable data for channels prone

to erasures and without retransmission protocols. We’ll describe the latest approaches to

scalable video delivery in order to introduce then our network coding approach for scalable

error-control coding. This chapter won’t describe the scalable coding as such – based on

discrete cosine transform as opposed to wavelet transform –which is commented in Ap-

pendix.

3.1 Scalable Video Coding and Transmission

The idea behind a layered coding approach is to have decodingflexibility depending on

device or variable channel conditions. Large and heterogeneous networks, where receivers

experience diverse reception quality, can benefit from differentiating the delivered video

without having to produce and store several encoded versions on the video, like it’s currently

done with DASH.

The encoded video is segmented in the transform domain, where various levels of a

transformation hierarchy can be identified. For instance Dynamic Cosine Transform (DCT)

coefficients or wavelet transform subbands form the coding hierarchy for frame reconstruc-

tion in the spatial dimension, whereas the I-P-B frame hierarchy or the lifted wavelet trans-

form provide a hierarchy in the temporal dimension, and truncated entropy coding in the

SNR domain. These components are organised into units that can be transmitted inde-

pendently and decoded at the receiver on condition that the segments are decompressed

respecting the coding dependencies. For example spatial scalability can be encoded into a

first stream containing the information of the video at low resolution (QCIF, 176× 144).

A first enhancement stream can follow. When decoded togetherwith the base stream, this

produces the video at CIF resolution (352×288). A last enhancement stream can carry the
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Fig. 3.2: Representation of atoms of an SVC stream with 3 levels of temporal, spatial and
quality scalability. A possible extraction is highlighted[1].

additional data for 4CIF resolution (704×576). The standard scalable video coder and its

alternatives are called fully-scalable, because they provide scalability in terms of temporal

resolution (frame rate), spatial resolution and quality (SNR). A stream with scalable video

is shown in Fig. 3.1.

The encoded layers can be seen as a multidimensional hierarchic structure as shown in

Fig. 3.2, where the coding units that need to be collected in order to decode a target layer

are highlighted. Extraction of the necessary units, or atoms, can be performed by parsing

the bit stream (Fig. 3.3) and reconstructing a stand-alone decodable stream including all

dependencies from base layer to desired configuration.

3.1.1 Joint Source-Channel Coding

The fundamental theorem of source-channel separation states that source and channel cod-

ing can be completely independent, provided the freedom of using arbitrarily long block

coding length [34]. By stating that they can be performed regardless one another, source

coding parameters such as quantisation step etc. only depend on the information rate of the

channel, whereas channel coding only has the role of transmitting reliably the source rate

by using a sustainable channel rate for source protection.

However, it has been argued and demonstrated that in the caseof limited resource avail-

ability, including a limited block code length, joint design of source and channel coding

yields to the best performance [35]. In this work we are interested in performing chan-

nel and network coding with source coding awareness in orderto globally improving the
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Fig. 3.3: Organisation of the embedded bit stream with highlighted atoms for temporal,
spatial and quality scalability [2].

transmission from the point of view of the visual quality andthe resilience against channel

degradations [36, 37]. With layered coding one can rely on techniques such as Prioritised

Encoding Transmission (PET), where segments of data which have more impact in the vi-

sual quality, or that other segments of data are dependent on, are assigned higher priority,

and encoded and delivered with higher loss and delay resilience.

We introduce now a notation that will be used in the remainderof this thesis. We classify

the scalable data in priority classes, assigning lower indices tohigh priority classes and

higher indices to indicatelow priority classes. We also assume that any class of priority

i > 0 will need all of the priority classesj < i to be received, before we can decodei. With

reference to Fig. 3.4, where blocksbi , i = 1, . . . ,ω are ordered by coding layer and priority,

we defineL priority classes 0, . . . ,L−1 in terms of non overlapping coding sets of length

...

blocks for layer 0
blocks for layer l

b1 b2 bω0
b +1 ... ... bωωl-1

ìíî ìíîλ0 λl

bωl

blocks for layer 1

b +1 ...ω0

ìíî λ1

bω1

Fig. 3.4: Arrangement of blocks in the buffer from layers of decreasing importance.
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λ0, . . . ,λL−1, composed of blocksbi as follows:

S0 = {b1, . . . ,bλ1
},

S1 = {bω1+1, . . . ,bω2},
. . .

Sl = {bωl−1+1, . . . ,bωl},

whereλl is the number of packets in a stream containing the data of priority classl , and

ωl =
l

∑
i=0

λl

is the cumulative number of packets from base layer to layerl , also including all the data

from classes of higher priority necessary to decode layerl . The definition of generation

follows as the union of all the classes, so that the generation length in number of packets

can be expressed as:

ω ≡ ωL−1 =
L−1

∑
i=0

λl .

We note howωi expresses the cumulative set of blocks from the beginning ofthe generation

to either layerl , or if the subscript is dropped, until the end of the generation. It’s important

to notice thatλi can represent, in presence of FEC precoding like in the MDC schemes, not

only the number of source coding packets for streami, but it can also include redundancy

packets encoded with traditional block codes from data of classi.

Although the term Unequal Error Protection (UEP) is often use to refer to any kind

of scalable or weighted channel protection, we can identifyspecific ways the benefits are

perceived by the receiver.

• Unequal Error Protection (UEP) refers to channel coding that provides, in different

measures, robustness againsterror and erasures.

• Unequal Loss Protection (ULP) refers to differentiated robustness againsterasuresof

information, likepacket losseson networks.

• Unequal Recovery Time (URT) refers to the possibility of decoding higher priority

classesearlier than others.

All three features are desirable in our data delivery system, and we will tackle them by

means of different aspects in the following chapters.

Although traditional block codes still play an important role in packet-based communi-
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cation, in the remainder of this chapter we will describe first a new class of codes, called

fountain codes, that rely on randomness and rateless-ness to combat very efficiently packet

losses, and in a different measure packet errors as well. We also briefly analyse multiple de-

scription coding based on block coding, which is the base forour coding system proposed

in the next Chapter.

3.2 Prioritised Rateless Coding

Classic block codes have been studied for unequal protection purposes, either via partitioned

generation matrices [38], with concatenation [39], or by shortening and puncturing [40].

The main limits of block approaches are: Decoding complexity and limitation in the block

length. Decoding algorithms, even in their fast implementation, are usually complex and

have to be implemented in hardware to reach satisfactory performance. Deterministic codes

also have a limit imposed by the number of blocks that can be encoded, e. g. Reed-Solomon

codes can encode only up toq−1 blocks, beingq the size of the Galois Field (GF). When

one value ofq is not enough (i. e., 256 for elements of size 1 Byte) one has toincrease the

field size to, i. e., to 16 bits, further increasing the encoding and decoding cost.

Additionally, since our goal is to applied coding to a distributed setting and perform

network coding, deterministic codes fail in provide the necessary diversity. For the sake of

clarity let’s imagine two nodes that have stored the blocksA andB, and that have to deliver

both data to a third receiver, ideally each one providing onepacket. In absence of any

coordination, both nodes would have chances to pick the sameencoding configuration (A,

B, orc1A+c2B with the same coefficientsc1 andc2), delivering to the third node potentially

redundant information. Fountain codes embrace the following characteristics which have

found very positive applicative outcomes:

• Randomness

• Ratelessness

• Linear complexity

In the following we describe state-of-the-art rateless codes, and optimisation of fountain

codes for unequal protection coding. We’ll evaluate the extent and possibility of application

to our content delivery mechanism. It’s worth noting that when possible we’ll use the same

notation introduced for network coding.
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Fig. 3.5: Generation matrix of a binary fountain code

3.2.1 Digital Fountain Codes

Thedigital fountainidea entails the concept that, of the multitude of encoded data produced

by the sender for a set ofω blocks, a receiver needs to receiver anyω and only slightly more

thanω of these packets to decode the source data, without need for receiving specific packets

or reordering them. Most of these codes have been proposed for erasure correction, which

is the main channel impairment one has to deal with on the internet, together with random

delays. This is a characteristic that we keep in the design ofour coding framework, i. e.,

fountain codes inGF(q), as well as the need to transmit in-band the coding characteristic.

Random Linear Fountain A random linear fountain produces packets encoded by com-

bining together a number of source block grouped in random sets. An outgoing packet is

encoded from theω source packets according to:

dn =
ω

∑
k=1

Mk,nbk

whereM is coefficients matrix whose columns define random (or pseudorandom) coding

sets of input packets [41] and, in most fountain and low-density parity-check codes imple-

mentations, are binary and have a degree of sparseness, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Randomness

and rateless streaming are the key of the random fountain, asnew packets can arbitrarily

be generated and the source blocks can be decoded by any independent subset of sizeω.

Decoding can be performed via Gaussian elimination, whose complexity is in the worst case

limited byO(ω3).

We will base our rateless coding for P2P delivery on a Random Linear Fountain over
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GF(q). This will be necessary in the network coding scenario, where coding diversity is

essential to increase the probability of succesful decoding at the receiver. We will however

now briefly describe state of the art fountain codes in order to introduce the use of expand-

ing windows for scalable coding. We will distinguish between binary fountain codes and

fountain codes overGF(q), implying that the latter will also have dense coefficients.

Non-scalable Fountain: LT and Raptor codes Luby-Transform (LT) codes are derived

from the digital fountain, and they make use of a degree distribution and an easy decoding

algorithm to reduce the computational cost of decoding toO(ω log(ω)). The main differ-

ence with the random linear fountain is the sparse coefficients, meaning that only a relatively

small number of blocks are combined together in an outgoing packet, and a degree distri-

bution, called Soliton distribution, which is the probability distribution of the number of

packets encoded together in an outgoing packet. The degree distribution allows decoding

via the Belief-Propagation (BP) algorithms. This starts from decoding the symbols with

degree equal to 2 from those with degree equal to 1 (which are know) then it proceeds to

decode the degree equal to 3 and so on [42].

Raptor codes improve over LT codes by adding a precoding stage which feeds into the

LT code symbols generated with a systematic Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) code [43].

This allowed to reduce the input degree of coded symbols and thus the complexity, while

ensuring that all source symbols are covered in the coding process and thus resolvable. The

decoding complexity of raptor codes isO(ω) which allows to decode great amounts of data

all with software implementations. Both LT and Raptor codesare designed to achieve a

target performance with a relative overheadε. This overhead includes additional packets to

be received in order to be able to decode the source set of packets with high confidence.

Although being the best-performing erasure correcting codes, retransmission before

complete decoding is essential in our distributed coding architecture, whereas Raptor de-

coding takes place onceω(1+ ε) packets have been received. Adequate diversity when

re-encoding raptor encoded symbols is also needed. Distributed LT codes have been pro-

posed for simple scenarios [44]. Our network coding system will rely on progressive decod-

ing instead, to allow early retrieval of base layers and additionally identify non-innovative

packets. We argue thus that Gaussian elimination decoding is necessary and raptor codes

have difficult application in cooperative prioritised network coding.

Scalable Fountain via Weighted and Expanding Window Codes Binary fountain codes

supporting scalable data transmission via UEP can be implemented in two different ways.
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Fig. 3.6: Expanding windows to create priority coding blocksets.

One first approach is to have weighted degree distribution ofthe coded symbols with regards

to the symbols to combine [45]. Expanding Window Fountain (EWF) codes instead use

an approach similar to the one we propose in the network coding overlay in Chapter 5,

shown in Fig. 3.6. An outgoing packet from a specific class is encoded by combining all

packets with the highest priority (lowest layer) to the one that is being transmitted, while

the other blocks are masked with zeros. With the degree-distribution driven approach, and

especially in the first method where the persistence of data in each layer is randomised, the

successful decoding of a layeri from a subset ofωi +εi packets might need large values ofε.

Prioritised transmission is a process of random selection of windows, driven by a selection

distribution which minimises the impact of losses on the probability of decoding the lower

classes [46, 47].

In all these methods, usually erasure protection is done by considering whole packets

are symbols, so that an outgoing packet is one only outgoing symbol, and in case of one

packet loss, just one encoded symbol is lost. Our method is very similar to EWF in the

choice of windows and generation of multiple packets exceptthat ours is non-sparse and

uses Gaussian elimination for partial decoding of sublayers.

We will explain in detail the use of Fountain Rateless CodingoverGF(q) with network

coding overlay in the following Chapters.

3.2.2 Multiple Description Coding via Channel and Network Codes

Multiple Description Coding (MDC) has been proposed to allow partial decoding with

graceful degradation under random loss of information without need of prioritisation [48].
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Fig. 3.7: Scheme for Multiple Description Coding via Forward Error Correction and for
unequal packet-loss protection.

Although the concept best applies to specifically designingsource compression coding to fit

the task (i. e., channel splitting, even/odd frames separation, etc.), MDC on simply scalable

codecs is possible.

We describe now two MDC techniques based exclusively on channel or network coding,

the first based on Forward Error Correction, and the second onrandom network coding,

which share the idea of prioritising by interleaving different classes with variable rate codes,

and constitutes the base for the detection and deletion method presented in the next Chapter.

FEC-based Multiple Description Coding A method to generate multiple descriptions

of a scalable stream via variable rate codes is shown in Fig. 3.7 [49]. Firstly, blocks of

equal length are obtained by applying erasure codes with variable rate to each priority class

stream. If a stream of classi is composed ofki symbols, a FEC code is applied to it, with

a rate so thatkir
(i)
FEC = wλi , whereλi is the number of packets that streami is divided into,

after FEC coding, andw is the packet length. The encoded block lengthn is fixed, and

variable FEC rates ensure that the following is true:

⌈⌈k0/r(0)FEC⌉
λ0

⌉= ⌈⌈k1/r(1)FEC⌉
λ1

⌉= . . .= ⌈⌈kL−1/r(L−1)
FEC ⌉

λL−1
⌉. (3.1)

The base layers are encoded with a heavier code than enhancement layers, with rates:

r(0)FEC < r(1)FEC < .. . < r(L−1)
FEC . (3.2)
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When packetised, the streams are interleaved allocating into each packet a fraction of the

wλi encoded blocks from each stream, as shown in Fig. 3.7, for a total of ω = ∑i λi packets.

At the receiver side, erasure decoding is performed after de-interleaving the streams.

With reduced throughput, when part of the packets are lost, the sub-streams are truncated

to fewer data symbols to decode the source data from. When theremaining data is at least

equal to the information rate in the coded stream, erasure decoding is still possible. Since

the sub-streams carry a different information rate, the cutpoint will be different for each

sub-stream. Namely, whenl packets are lost, erasure decoding is possible from theω − l

remaining packets, for all streamsi that verify th following:

l ≤ ω−ki .

Partial decoding of the video can then be performed up to the highest video layer for which

all his dependencies are also decodable (all layers from thebase one to the one under con-

sideration). If Eq. (3.2) holds, then the previous statement is true for any decodable stream.

In the following Chapter we will explain the use of this MDC construction in conjunction

with network coding to build our Detection/Deletion methodfor error correction.

Priority Encoding Transmission via Network Coding Similarly to the previous ap-

proach, one can use an interleaved scheme as shown in Fig 3.8,with randomised network

coding. One might pad the streams with zeros instead of applying correction codes, and

allow random coding to produceω representations out ofki source symbols. The scheme

assumes that every GF elementxi, j in the packet will be encoded consistently with the whole
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packet, including global encoding kernel, in the process ofre-encoding and relaying infor-

mation at each hop throughout the network. At the receiver a random code will have been

applied to the generation of packets, where the probabilityof having rank equal toki will

depend on the field size, and whenever a receiver collects a rank ki system, it will be able to

decode the video up to streami. This allows receivers with reduced download capacity to

partially decode the video, whereas those recovering all packets will be able to decode the

full rate.

These approach have overhead arising from mixing information from different layers

across the packets. Windowed coding and prioritised transmission trades in the need to

allocate rate a-priori for the overhead, as we will discuss in Chapter 5.

3.3 Conclusions

Scalable video coding brings great advantages over fixed rate codecs, allowing seamless

switch, transcoding and partial decoding between different video configurations. Most of

the coding tools from the previous non-scalable standard have been extended, allowing a

deployment flexibility with little effort and especially small decrease of efficiency with re-

spect of single rate encoders (See Appendix A). The exploitation of such property is both

at the receiver and at the sender, where a new version of scalable DASH [50], as well as

blind prioritised coding, can most exploit the adaptivity of SVC to different situations and

differentiated users demands.

Fountain codes have proven to be the most efficient form of erasure protection. As

we analyse possible extensions of this model to multi-source coding, network coding, and

prioritised coding, a solution which is optimal on all fronts is difficult to identify. We’ll

argue in Chapter 6 that rateless fountains overGF(q) are still the best solution for our

scalable content delivery system presented in Chapter 5.



Chapter 4

A Detection/Deletion Method for

Scalable Error Protection

In this Chapter we present a study of end-to-end coding characteristic of the network chan-

nel, thus relying upon an abstract model network, referred to as Linear Operator Channel

(LOC) or also Matrix Channel. We will describe the Detection/Deletion system, a scheme

derived from the FEC-based MDC described in the Chapter 3, which uses the network code

to detect errors occurring at any location of the packets, and a traditional block code For-

ward Error Correction (FEC) to perform erasure correction.We will provide numeric results

of error probabilities on exemplary networks.

4.1 Coding and Transmission Model

This section describes the coding and packetisation schemethat aims at detecting and cor-

recting errors on packetised and coded streaming. Let’s consider the network as a directed

and acyclic graph, with a source node where the scalable datais originated and packets are

injected into the network, and a set of receiverst ∈ T. Let’s abstract from the network pro-

tocols and assume that nodes forward the data according to a predefined routing scheme,

and apply a random code to the packets in transit. Although a coherent transmission model

easily describes the transfer function of the matrix channel, we don’t need to assume a flow

path characteristic with packed trees, or synchronised/coherent forwarding taking place at

the intermediate nodes. A practical buffering scheme like Chou’s coding (See Chapter 2)

and randomised coding is sufficient to infer that the algebraic transmission model holds.

Additionally we assume that no decoding, partial or complete, is performed at intermedi-

ate nodes, as well as not either any error control process, except at the receiver, and that
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prepending unitary vectors to the packets at the source allows in-band communication of

the overall coding characteristic. Errors occurring on a single link are also propagated ac-

cording to the transfer characteristic. Therefore we’ll make use of the algebraic formulation

of the channel as a linear transfer function.

Let’s consider anω×w input matrixXF , consisting ofω packets produced at the source,

each packet made ofw elements inGF(q). Let’s also consider the following matrices: an

ω × |E| matrix A as the source routing matrix, where|E| is the number of edges in the

networks, which expresses the injection and coding of the packets into the outgoing edges

from the source, a matrix of edge adjacenciesw, and an|E| ×ht scattering matrixBt , for

receiverst ∈ T. Let’s assume that these matrices have non zero values in accordance with

the network graph.Z is a w×|E| matrix of errors occurring at specific edges. Havingw

rows, it also expresses at which positions of the packets theerrors are injected. The overall

transmission characteristic can be expressed as:

YT = (XT
FA+Z)(I −K)−1Bt , (4.1)

Consistently,Y is anht ×w matrix composed by theht packets received by sink nodet.

Let’s also assume thatA is calculated as follows:

A= G∗AI

whereG is anω×h block coding matrix, andAI is anh×|E| routing matrix with only one

element equal to 1 on each row, and corresponding to an outgoing edge from the source

node. Injecting using a block coding generation matrix makes sure that the symbols at the

outgoing edges from the source, i. e.

XG = GTXF ,

are coded according to a traditional block code, e. g., a Reed-Solomon code. Eq. (4.1) can

be rewritten as:

YT = (XT
GAI +Z)(I −K)−1Bt , (4.2)

The Detection/Deletion (D/D) system uses NEC code characteristics to detect erroneous

symbols along the columns ofY, which are the received codewords, and uses this informa-

tion to perform erasure decoding along the rows, which also conveniently correspond to the

received packets, therefore combining error-control along space and time dimensions.
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Fig. 4.1: Implementation of Detection/Deletion scheme with Pre-Coding (a), transmission,
and scalable decoding (b)

4.1.1 Pre-Coding Scheme

The pre-coding allows to format the source data into a matrixXF and block-encode it via

G. We defined a generation as a segment of data which is encoded together according to

Eq. 4.1. The length of a generation in number of blocks or packets (ω) depends on the

packet lengthw, the size of the generation and the FEC rate applied during precoding.

We identify then withki the amount of data for each priority classi of the scalable

video expressed in number ofGF(q) elements for each generation, withr(i)FEC the coding

rate applied to the streami, and withλi the number of packets carrying data of stream

Si . As a result, priority segments of lengthki GF elements are encoded into sequences of

ni = ⌈ki/r(i)FEC⌉ coded sybmols, and divided acrossλi packets of lengthw. From this it

follows the following allocation of data in the precoding stage scheme:

⌈⌈ki/r(i)FEC⌉
λi

⌉= w, i = 0, . . . ,L−1. (4.3)

This constraint ensures equal length of coded data blocks for efficient packetisation as exem-

plified in Fig. 4.1 (a). It follows from these last considerations thatλi is now the number of

packets for streami, including information and redundancy. The Forward Error Correction

encoding can be performed by means of any block codes, similarly to traditional FEC-based
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Multiple Description Coding described in the last chapter.

The ω = ∑λi pre-coded packets inXF are at this stageaugmentedto h packets via

the generation matrixG, therefore the introduction ofG andAI as illustrated earlier. By

producing a Minimum Distance Separable code in the classic sense we ensure that the source

network codewords have minimum distanceh−ω +1. However, since the network coding

is randomised, the distance property is not automatically preserved along the transmission

paths. Still, an MDS generation matrixG and an identity source routingAI , instead of a

completely randomisedA, increase the probability of a higher distance at the receiver. Once

injected into the network we can see theh packets as being streamed along each one of the

h paths that constitute the multicast max-flow from source to receivers. However, the flow

paths are not necessary to explain the transmission model, as long ash is a representative

quantity of the flow of packets from the source to the receivers, therefore the augmentation

can be also seen as an inter-packet FEC coding phase.

4.1.2 Detection/Deletion Decoding

Packetised transmission, coding, and retransmission at intermediate nodes make sure that

all packets along the way receive the same network code. As also discussed for the practical

coding framework in the Chapter 2, all columns ofY at the receiver are encoded via the

same global kernels. We assume that random errors occur on network edges, and affect the

packets travelling in the network by means of the additive factor Z(I −K)−1Bt in 4.1.

Traditional decoding of a NEC code is based on a complete distance-decoding, i. e.,

the receiver tries to recover theω original packets by consistently deducing them out of the

h received ones. If the network code is a MDS, the receiver can reliably recoverxF,i, in

case an error pattern with network weight at most⌊h−ω
2 ⌋ has occurred on the error vector

zi . Certainty of having an MDS code comes only from deterministic construction, which is

in most cases highly impractical. Additionally, although receivers deduce the transfer char-

acteristic from the prepended coefficients, they cannot always know or deduce the network

topology, which makes efficient decoding (e. g., via MaximumLikelihood ) difficult if not

impossible. Randomised coding implies having randomised distance properties as well, as

documented in App. C.

Let’s consider each individual linear systems from Eq. 4.1,representing the linear trans-

formationMt on each codeword:

yi = MT
t xF,i, i = 1, . . . ,w. (4.4)
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Mt is known from the packet headers, and, by transmitting a number of redundant symbols

on each codeword via G, the number of equationsh will be greater than the number of vari-

ablesω, producing an over-determined linear system. There are twopossible situations with

an over-determined system: either the solution is still unique, which allows straightforward

decoding ofxF,i, or there is no solution ofxF,i for givenyi. To better elaborate on the second

situation, one could find two sets ofω indices between 1 andh, corresponding to two non

over-ranked linear systems ofω equations from Eq. 4.4 giving different solutions ofxF,i.

While the system is not solvable, this situation allows us toassume that errors have hap-

pened on the codewordi, and that all packets are affected by an error at the corresponding

positioni. We can’t say which packets have the error, but we can assume that potentially any

of theh packets have it, and more importantly we can precisely identify at which position

of the packet the error has occurred. Therefore the network code can detect the positioni of

the erroneous codewords in the received packets and flag all symbols at thei-th position of

all h packets. A syndrome detector is used for this purpose efficiently and with little com-

putational effort [51]. Consistently with classic syndrome decoding, a parity check matrix

Ht is built from the system matrixGMt. The code generator matrix at the receivert can be

written in systematic form as:

GMt = [Iω ,P] . (4.5)

A syndrome matrixHt can be defined as the matrix which, when multiplied by any codeword

generated fromGMt , always give a null vector and results in a non-null vector for any other

codeword out of the source vector space [52]. Thanks to linearity, any source codeword

where additive errors have occurred, will also produce a non-null vector. Such matrix can

be written as:

Ht =
[

PT , Ih−ω
]

. (4.6)

For all network codewords transmitted without errors it holds that:

xT
FGMt ·HT

t = 0T , xF ∈ C (4.7)

This definition holds for any randomised transfer matrixMt .

The detection stage in the decoding algorithm consists in checking all the codewords

along the received packets, and flagging all codewords with syndrome not equal to0 (Fig. 4.1).

Of all the symbols of each packet, those corresponding to correct codewords can be used

for erasure decoding.

It follows that on each packet, ifl symbols are discarded, priority classes with informa-

tion rate smaller than(w− l)/ki/λi can be decoded from the remaining symbols. We can
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also set a threshold, saying that whenl errors occur, and there’s a pair of indicesi < j that

verify w−kiλi ≥ l > w−k jλ j , all priority classes higher thani (i. e. with lower index) can

be decoded, whereas the other streams will remain undecoded. In a multirate setting, the

sinks can receive differentiated flowsht , with differentiated detection capabilities.

4.1.3 Errors in the Coefficients

It should be noted that errors occurring in the bits carryingthe global encoding kernels may

severely affect the decoding performance of the system. Although not tackled in this study,

we list a few options that can be considered to overcome the problem:

• One of them is perform a subspace analysis of the coefficients before using the D/D

method (about subspace codes see [53–55]). The receiver cancalculate which co-

efficient vector in theh received packets is not consistent with the ones in the other

packets, and induces an over-ranked and undetermined system.

• Alternatively one can apply heavy correction codes to the coefficients part of the pay-

load, provided that either the intermediate nodes decode the coefficient header before

applying network coding, re-encode and re-append to the payload, or the correction

code is a repetition code, in which case applying network coding as described so far

will also produce the right effect.

The latter option would increase the payload overhead of fewpercentage points, but would

provide a degree of reliability in recovering the encoding headers.

4.1.4 Network Error Correction Code Properties

The presented technique performs decoding on the temporal dimension jointly with the error

detection on the spatial dimension. From theory we know thata network code can detect

errors with weight up todmin,t − 1 (Werr
z ≤ dmin,t − 1). Whether the minimum distance

is sufficiently high for the error rate that we expect from thechannel, is a random event,

since the distance among codewords and therefore the code minimum distance are random

variables.

As discussed in App. C, the probability that a random code with redundancyδt has

minimum distance high enough for an expected degradation ofthe network is higher with

a larger field sizes, and is a more probable event for small values ofdmin,t [23]. In other

words it’s more probable to havedmin = 1 (enough to have a full rank transfer matrix) than

dmin = 2 (necessary to detect error with weight 1). It comes by itself that it is also less
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Fig. 4.2: Network topology used for the generation of the channel operator used in our
numerical simulations.

probable to havedmin= 3 (with δ = 2), and so on, due to the increasingly wider separation

that the network code is required to keep between the codewords at the receiver. However,

for the task of only detecting errors these limitations produce a lower risk than if we had to

perform correction of network codewords by means of the NEC code. A distancedmin,t =

2,∀t ∈ T is required for detecting all errors with weight= 1. As pointed out, this value of

Hamming distance is more probable than a distancedmin,t = 3, t ∈ T which would be needed

for complete decoding from the NEC code.

4.2 Results of Detection/Deletion over the Matrix Channel

In this section we analyse the transmission over a random matrix channel. We give numeri-

cal performance of error detection and correction under random channel errors. We generate

the channel operator based on the the graph in Fig. 4.2. The graph has 19 nodes, of which

one is the source and two are receivers. The edges have all identical bandwidth and the

source-receivers max-flow is equal toh= 4 times the edge capacity, for both receivers. The

flow dimensioning chosen for our sample network channel, is not unrealistic of the number

of parallel paths one can find between two peers in any small-medium overlay network.

Whilst one can encode several packets on the same paths and increase as such the coding

dimension, network error correction was originally formulated on graphs for transmission
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spanning multiple paths, therefore short codes arising from this formulation are preferrable

to analyse the performance gap between the two systems employing detection and correc-

tion via the network code.

We inject errors with knowledge of the topology to emulate anadverse channel con-

dition. However, coding at the source and at the intermediate nodes, and decoding at the

receivers are performed without any such knowledge. Injection of errors follows a random

process with uniform probability at the edges connecting the intermediate nodes with any

other node. We compare the detection/deletion technique with a traditional NEC with max-

imum likelihood decoding, the first one built to correct all errorsδ = 1, and one the second

one withδ > 1. In both cases, including the NEC, we construct the code randomly. We also

follow the stream partitioning criterion described in Chapter 3. We compare the decoding

performance while using different field sizes, informationand channel rates.

Detection is performed by means of a random network code withδt = 1, for both re-

ceiverst = 1,2, and erasure correction is supported by a Reed Solomon block code with

variable lengthN. We compare the detection/deletion (D/D) transmission technique with a

transmission with a random network error correction code with δt = 2. We’ll try to correct

all single errors at network level with this code. Since the network topology is assumed to

be oblivious to the receiver, we apply the three stages syndrome decoding with the NEC

code as proposed in [51], and apply traditional RS error correction decoding on the packets

afterwards. The packet length length is 512 Kbytes, although RS decoding is performed on

blocks of lengthN, therefore the packet length is not determinant.

The error injection processes on the links are independent and measured on the oc-

currence of errors at bit level. Equivalently, at the receiver the error rate is calculated on

erroneous bits with respect to the original stream. Although coding is performed at sym-

bol level, this allows to normalise and compare the performance among systems that use

different field size.

4.2.1 Error Correction Results

Fig. 4.3 shows the error protection performance of a three priority classes stream of data,

representative of a scalable video coding data stream. We generated a base stream and the

enhancement streams with rates 1.7 and 2.8 times the base layer, respectively. We assigned

FEC coding rates 15/31, 17/31, and 19/31, respectively, when using the D/D method, and

28/31, 26/31, and 24/31, respectively, when using the NEC decoding, and use a fieldsize

q = 26. The error slope of D/D in Fig. shows a steeper decrease of errors against the
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Fig. 4.3: Error rates for the three streams with Detection/Deletion by means of a network
codeδ = 1, compared with a traditional NEC code withδ = 2.

decrease in link error rate. The difference becomes particularly indicative belowPe= 10−3

where we see nearly 2 orders of magnitude of difference. Below this threshold the number

of errors approaches the error-free transmission, which isa desirable property for scalable

video especially at lower layers. Fig. 4.4 shows the error protection performance of the D/D

method and the normal NEC transmission with:

a) fixed field sizeq= 26

b) fixed block sizeN = 31

c) two link error probabilitiesPe= 10−2.7 andPe= 10−3

Fig. 4.5 shows the error protection performance of the D/D method and the normal NEC

transmission with:

a) fixed field sizeq= 26

b) two different code block lengthsN1 = 31 andN2 = 63

c) fixed link error probabilityPe= 10−2.7

Fig. 4.6 compares instead the error rates resulting from thetwo methods, under the following

circumstances:

a) different field sizes and block lengths:N1 = 31 symbols withq1 = 26, andN2 = 23

with q2 = 28

b) fixed block size

c) fixed link error probability 10−3.
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The coding rate is indented as the ratio between channel and info rate, considering both

erasure coding and NEC code rate. In general, at low error rates the performance of the D/D

method is always higher than the traditional NEC for all chosen coding rates, block lengths,

and error probabilities. Larger block lengths for the erasure code, in terms of GF elements,

as expectable has a better correction performance. The onlylimitation in this choice is

given by computational complexity and mathematical limit for the RS block length. The

maximum length of a RS code is in fact 2m−1, which is 63 form= 6 bits, equal to 48 bytes

and 255 form= 8 bits. With larger field sizes one can encode larger portionsof data, at the

expense of a heavier GF algebra.

Using larger field size increases the average distance of thenetwork codewords. This

increases the chances of performing better with the NEC code. On the other hand, having

the NEC code for correction 1/3 less rate available for FEC than the FEC for detection,

shorter correction codes are used, and since after NEC decoding we perform normal RS

error decoding rather than erasure decoding like with D/D, for the tested setting, higher

error rates are still registered at the receiver.

Error performance of the two systems are comparable for the higher link error rate of

10−2.7, whereas for lower error rates, the D/D always performs better in our tested scenarios.

We expect for larger block sizes and higher error rates, e. g.larger max-flow, the NEC to

perform comparably if not better.

4.2.2 Discussion of Results

The D/D method performs better at low or controllable error rates, whereas, as anticipated,

at higher link error rates the performance of the two systemsbecome comparable, eventually

yielding to lower error rates of the NEC system. Additionally, D/D also performs better

when using smaller field sizes which yields to an overall lesscomputational load. Much

less complexity stands on the receiver with the D/D, thanks to both the simple detection

method and the erasure decoding as compared to the complete decoding of NEC and block

codes in the two separate stages.

4.3 Conclusions

Network Error Correction has been proposed as a way of exploiting a new channel charac-

teristic such as network coding for error resilience. With the shortcomings of the assump-

tion of coherent transmission one cannot fully benefit from such approach yet. However
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our detection and erasure decoding is proposed as a valid alternative that exploits a code

in the spatial dimension and one in the temporal direction. Abetter trade-off between re-

dundancy symbols and correction capabilities is provided by jointly decoding network, and

channel code, as well as the scalable video, providing a firstpractical implementation of

Joint Source-Channel-Network Coding. This research was presented at one peer-reviewed

conference and was afterwards published as a journal paper.



Chapter 5

Peer-assisted Prioritised Delivery of

Scalable Video

This chapter presents our content distribution system based on End-System Multicast (ESM).

There is an advantage in moving some of the uplink rate from the source to the end users [11].

Users streaming a live content can connect to other peers wich are in turn buffering the same

information locally and exchange the data among themselves. An example of peer-assisted

delivery is shown in Fig. 5.1. When compared with server-based streaming, the source of

data needs to stream a fraction of the overall network demand. When compared to Content

Delivery Networks (CDN), no specific infrastructure is employed and the resource neces-

sary to re-upload the data is moved in great part towards the edges of the system.

End-system multicast is often implemented as a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) system. P2P allows

decentralised management of resources, assuming that a tracking server only provides infor-

mation about connected users. P2P additionally provides the means to dynamically create

and modify groups of users, keep the state of the group at eachpeer, and allow them to

decide upon establishing connections with other users. We also adopt a data distribution

technique closer to P2P techniques, rather than the recent dynamic adaptive streaming ap-

proaches adopted by DASH, HDS, HLS, and Smooth Streaming. Inthe remainder of this

chapter the termsEnd-system multicastandP2Pwill be used interchangeably.

We propose here an end-system multicast architecture, making use of a P2P application.

Distributed collaborative streaming is achieved with synchronised buffering windows and

prioritised network coding with rateless push-based streaming. We introduce a proactive

rate estimation algorithm based on node status information, aiming at improving the net-

work usage and increasing the continuity of the service. Video quality is adapted to the

available resources, with bandwidth fairness among peers,and minimisation of overhead.
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Fig. 5.1: Topology of a P2P television system.

In this chapter we’ll use the same notation introduced in theprevious chapters. We’ll

also use the following terminology:

• A seederor senderrefers to a node in the act or with the potential of sending buffered

data.

• A leecheror receiveraddresses a node which is considered as target destination for

the data transmitted by a sender.

• Theserveror sourceis the node where the video is originated and is thus no leecher

at any time.

• The termspacket, block, and sometimes(linear) combination(of packets or blocks)

are used interchangeably when referred to a unit of data being transmitted by a peer,

or being received and buffered.

We tested our system in a simulated environment. Results arepresented at the end of this

Chapter.

5.1 A Prioritised Push-Based System for Live Streaming

End-system multicast based on push strategies is an architecture that has shown great ben-

efit from network coding. In file-sharing systems, encoding and pushing chunks of data to

the other peers has proven to be a valid technique to quickly distribute information with

small overhead, and with reduced delivery and decoding delays [26]. The file-swarming

idea is based on the fact that, due to coding randomness, every packet pushed to a down-

loading peer is highly probable to be innovative for that peer. Peers can blindly forward
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Fig. 5.2: Block diagram of our P2P application, highlighting the main components and
functional dependencies.

packets, whereas all nodes in the network can decode the file from any set of received in-

novative packets. Such system was exposed to the research community under the name of

"Avalanche" and more recently it was made available under the name of "Microsoft Secure

Content Downloader" (MSCD), highlighting the increased security deriving from the in-

formation encoding, and marking the first exploitation of network coding in a commercial

software release.

A push-based live-streaming system based on coded packets swarming was proposed

in [56]. Such system calledR2 makes use of generation based streaming, introducing the

use of a priority region and buffer status messages that allow decoding and consuming the

video content at certain time instants, while streaming andretrieving data for the upcoming

time instants. The status messages inform the peers in the network of the buffering status

of other nodes, which allow the senders to recognise which other users would potentially

benefit from retrieving packets from the present node. We developed our push strategies

based onR2-like time-framework, extending the node status information system to support

rate estimation and resource allocation for scalable data.

Our streaming system is composed by an overlay of nodes running the application shown

in Fig. 5.2. The main parts can be identifiable in: The data buffer, the buffer maps database,

the data selection and forwarding component, the rate estimation component.
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Fig. 5.3: Sliding window with non-scalable data (top) and scalable data (bottom), at two
successive instants of time.

5.1.1 Data Exchange and Buffering

The data buffer stores the video before decoding. The video is divided into groups of pic-

tures (GOP) and coding generations (as described later on).

5.1.1.1 Priority Region

A sliding window defines, at each instant of time, a priority region, or playback buffer

(Fig. 5.3). Based on a synchronised clock and decoding/playback deadlines defined for

every GOP, it is possible for peers to determine at every instant which GOPs are to be

buffered and retransmitted. When the deadlines expire the buffered data can be decoded

and played back. We define asPg the playback point of the video, being the last generation

of the last GOP that is being played back, andPl as the length of the window in number of

generations, so that at each instant in time the sliding window includes all generations with

indices:

gp−reg= [Pg+1, . . . ,Pg+Pl ] (5.1)
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Fig. 5.4: Buffering, decoding and retransmission at peers.

Fig. 5.3 (top) shows a sliding window implementation for non-scalable video. When the

deadline for the oldest GOP expires, the window slides forward. If the GOP has been com-

pletely received, it can be decoded and played back, otherwise it will be skipped, causing a

buffering event. When scalable video is buffered (Fig. 5.3 –bottom), other than received or

non received, it can also be partially decodable. When the window slides forward, the GOPs

that are popped at the back of the window are decoded at themaximumlevel of quality that

has been received. The data in the sliding window is also retransmitted by the seeders by

re-encoding and forwarding of new packets. One of the goals of our system is to make sure

that as much data as possible is buffered and delivered within the sliding window in order

to maximise the quality of the decoded video.

The priority region implicitly defines an allowed playback delay, or buffering delay.

Such delay is of the order of seconds, which is compliant to the specification of commercial

adaptive streaming protocols (2 seconds for HLS, 10 secondsfor Smooth Streaming). The

buffer size also determines the occupation in the device memory, ranging from 400-700

KBytes for 2 seconds of HD and full HD H.264 video, respectively, to 2-3.5 Mbytes for 10

seconds of the same videos (See Table 6.1).

5.1.1.2 Packet Encoding

Fig. 5.4 highlights the operations performed by an active peer:

• Asynchronous reception of packets and buffering.

• Decoding via gaussian elimination and playback.

• Retransmission via random linear coding.
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Fig. 5.5: Segmentation of video from GOPs to data blocks.

When a transmission opportunity arises the peer encodes a packet from the buffer with the

aforementioned scheme and sends it to a chosen destination.The vector of coding coeffi-

cients and the generation ID are embedded in the packet header, to allow other receivers to

build a matrix with the respective encoding vectors and retrieve the source data. Each time

a new packet is added to the buffer, Gaussian elimination is performed. The coefficients of

the buffered blocks will be reduced to row-echelon, which also allows to partially decode

the scalable data.

Our network coding system as well as many other practical systems uses generation-

based buffering and coding [3]. Fig. 5.5 shows the segmentation hierarchy from GOP level

to data blocks. NAL units are grouped into non-overlapping segments of data, calledgener-

ations. Each generation is then divided in blocks, which are combined to produce outgoing

packets. In this chapter we assume that the coding field has size 28, so we define a packet

length asw Bytes. Having chosen generation size ofS and a packet size to accommo-

date blocks in User Datagrams Protocol (UDP) packets, a generation can be segmented into

ω = ⌈S/w⌉ blocks.

The division into GOPs/generations is functional to the encoding process on the outgo-

ing packets. One packet is generated by combining the the blocks belonging to one genera-

tion, with some coefficients. In other words, considering a generation composed of blocks

b j , j = 1, ...,ω, a new encoded packet can be written as:

d =
ω

∑
j=1

b jc j (5.2)
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Algebraic operations are performed in a Galois Field of sizeq= 2m (GF(q)), with m= 8,

andc j ∈GF(q), j = 1, . . . ,ω are the random coefficients generated for the specific outgoing

packet. Randomised dense coefficients are used for a number of reasons. As anticipated

in Chapter 3 and discussed in details in Chapter 6, random rateless dense coding has ad-

vantages over sparse degree-distribution driven codes. The following characteristic are the

strong points of our architecture:

Collaborative coding allows receiving data from multiple sources. While state the art

fountain codes, such as Raptor codes, and the predecessors LT and Tornado codes, use

binary coefficients to reduce the decoding complexity (Raptor codes have linear decoding

complexity), high efficiency in collaborative systems is ensured by coding diversity. Dense

coefficients inGF(q), and possibly a large field sizeq, make sure that randomly encoded

blocks are received as innovative most of the times by any receiver, regardless the source of

the other buffered packets.

In a peer-to-peer environments nodes might be randomly joinand leave. Traditional P2P

networks are very prone to the "missing chunk" problem, occurring when the all seeders

that had cached a specific chunk leave the network, and as a consequence the other nodes

will not be able to retrieve it elsewhere. Transmitting in encoded form allows distributing

data blocks with equal persistence of all original chunks, virtually eliminating the missing

chunk problem. While in both traditional and coded P2P networks node departures suddenly

decrease the throughput availability, in our case we consider this case transparently to the

actual departure events. As explained in the next Section, the aggregate throughput is, in

every instant, taken as an index and measure of the sustainable video rate. This balances

out many diverse cases in which a high number of nodes upload at little rate, or few nodes

upload at high rate, and includes the case of heterogenous upload rates across the peers. The

collaborative and aggregate throughput can be calculated as:

Rdl(t1) =
Rul(s)+∑Nnodes

i=1 Rul(ti)

Nnodes
, (5.3)

whereRdl andRul are download and upload rates, respectively, of peerti, ands is the stream-

ing server. This formula averages out the various contributions, allowing the rate allocation

to estimate based on a measurable rate regardless the network situation. A transitory pe-

riod is however to be taken into account for the algorithm to converge in the event of large

changes in the aggregate throughput, i. e., sudden and simultaneous departure of a large

number of peers.
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Rateless streaming allows any sender to upload an arbitrary number of packets. This

idea, coming from fountain codes, allows the sender to adaptthe rate of outgoing packets,

to accommodate packet losses on the channel, and makes sure that the receiver collects at

least the minimum amount of packets necessary for decoding.In our collaborative stream-

ing we could fix the upload rate, and fix a share of this rate for each receiver, counting

on the fact that in average other senders will direct their packets towards the same peers.

Alternatively there could be a stop condition based on receiver’s acknowledgement or sta-

tus information. In both cases, random coefficients ensure that packets have a statistically

high rate of innovativeness, and can be generate in arbitrary number. The rateless streaming

ensures that as many packets as possible are sent to overcomepacket losses.

5.1.1.3 Prioritised Encoding

Prioritised encoding is performed with the goal of producing packets that carry the infor-

mation to partially decode video and that can be cumulated with lower priority classes to

decode at higher quality. Video data blocks can be classifiedinto L priority classes, based on

the layered coding hierarchy, as discussed in Chapter 3. In the remainder we refer to blocks

with lower layers as high priority, and vice-versa. The priority segments inside a generation

consist of, respectively,λ0,λ1, . . . ,λL−1 packets. Packets of classl are constructed by com-

bining blocks corresponding to any class not higher thanl . Therefore we can reformulate

Eq. (5.2) for prioritised coding via windowing, by setting all coefficients of class lower than

l to zero. In other words, priority-encoded blocks can be generated as:

l = 0 : d(0) = ∑ω0
j=1b jc j

l = 1 : d(1) = ∑ω1
j=1b jc j

...

l : d(l) = ∑ωl
j=1b jc j

, (5.4)

Where we’ve used the cumulative number of packets :

ωl = ∑l
i=0λi

ωL−1 ≡ ω
. (5.5)

Receiving more than or exactlyωl independent packets, all of classl , allows to decode

the portion of the generation with the data blocks containing the data form the base rate

segmentl = 0 up to layerl . Receivers experiencing higher download rates can receive

packets of lower priority classes and decode a higher resolution or quality. Using progres-
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sive codes, rather than stacked codes [57] is motivated by the fact that greater kernel sizes

(ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωL−1) increases the coding diversity of the overall system. Additionally, a high

layer up in the hierarchy is useless if decoded without lowerlayers. Chunked or stacked

codes is however a viable option to decrease the computational cost and is employed in the

decomposition of the GOP in multiple generations, also discussed in Chapter 6.

In the next Section we present our rate estimation and allocation framework, which is an

essential procedure to allow generation, rate, and peer selection (i. e., chunk/peer selection

equivalent of traditional P2P).

5.2 A Collaborative Rate Selection Framework

Our rate selection mechanisms allows receivers to select a video layer with sustainable rate

and subscribe to it. This is tightly coupled with generationand peer selection, which on

the other hand ensures that random choices performed in a decentralised way are able to

statistically collaboratively build up to a throughput that can sustain a level of service.

5.2.1 Peer, Generation and Layer Selection

The chunk selection algorithm is used to allow senders, whenever a transmission oppor-

tunity arises, to chose which receiver to send a new packet to, and which generation and

priority class to encode the packet from. Such decision is tobe supported by a system of

information sharing through which the nodes learn about each other buffer status and can

determine when a new packet is useful for another peer.

In R2 the nodes exchange the information regarding which GOPs andgenerations have

been already decoded, so that a sender in a transmission opportunity can independently

determine whether receivert1 has decoded generationg1. As far as the chunk/peer picking

policy is concerned, the sender would randomly pick among all pairs (t,g) whereg is not

yet decoded byt. The collaborative nature of the system would statistically fill equally for

all required data, reaching an acceptable level of overall efficiency. Without limitation to

the approach that we are about to explain, we now present the roulette approach via the

pseudo-code in Algorithm 5.1.

When it comes to scalable data, there is to consider different steps at which a generation

can be decoded, therefore different classes of packets thatcan be transmitted to decode at

either of the quality layers. We introduce the use of extended buffer maps carrying informa-

tion on all priority classes received by each node as well as the channel efficiency experience
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Algorithm 5.1 Roulette algorithm for generation and peer selection.

1: procedure SELECT [t,g](Receivers, Priority Region)

2: Roulette= {}
3: for all t ∈ T do

4: for all g∈ Priority Regiondo

5: if t has not decodedg then

6: Roulette← (t,g)

7: end if

8: end for

9: end for

10: return random(t,g) ∈ Roulette

11: end procedure

by the node. These allow nodes to exchange the following information:

• Detailed information about the buffer status, i. e., for each generationg in the priority

region: the numberN(g)
inn,l innovative packets received for layerl = 0, . . . ,L−1. Where

Ninn,l is the number of innovative packets received for layerl .

• Subscription to a specific layer for each generation, depending on the estimated sus-

tainable rate (see next Section).

An example of buffers map recorded at a receiver node is shownin Fig. 5.6.

Before
L0 L1 L2

i 5 4 1 Layer 1 completely decodable
i+1 5 2 0 Layer 0 completely decodable
i+2 3 0 0 no decodable video

After
L0 L1 L2

i 5 4 1 Layer 1decoded

i+1 5 4 3 Layer 2 completely decodable
i+2 5 3 0 Layer 0 completely decodable
i+1 5 4 1 Layer 1 completely decodable

Fig. 5.6: Example of buffer map in two instants of time, like in Fig 5.3. N. of packets in this
example are 5 forL0, 4 for L1, and 3 forL2.
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Buffer maps are exchanged at regular time intervals as well as upon complete decoding

of a segment, allowing updating the status information as soon as possible. By collecting

this information from the other nodes, each peer can build its own status information map

and it can determine which layers have already been decoded by a particular peer, of all the

generations in the priority region.

5.2.1.1 A conservative allocation approach

In a preliminary study of this system we experimented with senders delivering lower layers

first, and making sure that these are received and decoded before proceeding to forward

higher layers. While this technique allowed us to delivery partially decodable video under

reduced bandwidth, it also produced large overhead. The so-calledbrakingoverhead occurs

when the stream of packets is forwarded ratelessly, i. e. without a predetermined infor-

mation or coding rate. All non-innovative packets that are sent to a receivert between the

instant the last innovative packet is sent from any seeder tot, and the time instant in which

the buffer map is received by the senders and they update the status information, build up to

brakingoverhead, as exemplified in Fig. 5.7. This quantity can have aconsiderable variance,

and it’s statistically influenced by:

• End-to-end delay between nodes: shorter transit times avoid large overheads.

• Size of the priority region: longer sliding window reducesthe chances of selecting a

generation and layer which is already decoded by the chosen receiver.
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• Size of the peers group: larger number of peers to choose from reduces the chances

of selecting a generation and layer which is already decodedby the chosen receiver.

• Congestion in receiving the acknowledgement messages.

While braking overhead was present inR2 as well, introducing the layer hierarchy has am-

plified its effect. On the other hand, assuming a loss-prone network, overhead is to be

introduced anyway to combat the erasure of packets. The maindifference with adding re-

dundancy in point-to-point transmission is that in the firstcase the overhead is determined

by a FEC protection rate based on the estimated loss rate, whereas in our case the overhead

is determined by the packets transmitted during the lapse oftime required to receive the

acknowledgment of decoding.

In the remainder of the chapter we present the rate estimation as the main solution to

tackle both partial decoding and overhead reduction. In order to increase the chance of

delivering independent packets, we allow the nodes to:

• Record the number of packets sent to each peer. Once the combinations sent to a

specific node are equal to the number of buffered packets (retrieved via node status

messages) the chances of an extra random packet being innovative are extremely low.

The seeder will stops serving this node until its buffer is updated with a packet from

another seeder. This enforces the distribution of only innovative packets. Measuring

the delivery rate is important on lossy links.

• Record the number of packets received from every peer. We assume that the blocks

buffered from a peer should not be sent back, so we allow to send only an amount of

packets equal to the number of blocks buffered from nodes other than the potential

destination.

• Forward packets only once enough blocks have been received. Coding from a small

number of packets reduces the coding diversity. Buffered generations that can already

ensure a higher diversity are distributed first.

• Monitor the received video rate and register the number of innovative and non-innovative

packets received for each generation and layer to perform rate selection.

While we preserve the buffer map and push strategy, our rate estimation aims at cutting

the braking overhead arising from progressive increasing the quality by targeting specific

layers for each GOP and its generations. Receivers will deliver the necessary information to

make sure a uniform random choice of all subscribed layers for all generations and receivers

achieves the best performance.
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5.2.2 Water Filling for Rate Allocation

Layer and rate selection is based on information dynamically collected by each node and

aims at estimating a sustainable download rate and perform an appropriate allocation of

video layers for the upcoming buffering interval.

Traditional point-to-point probing techniques or even more sophisticated multi-path

probabilistic techniques are either unfit or overcomplicated for the purpose. We rely in-

stead on a simple analysis of the rate received by the video decoder in the time instants

preceeding the buffered video. For this purpose we define anestimation intervalextending

over a period of time before and including the playback pointand we measure the average

total packet rate as:

Rt p =
1
El

Pg

∑
g=Pg−El+1

L−1

∑
l=0

N(g)
recv,l =

1
El

Pg

∑
g=Pg−El+1

[

L−1

∑
l=0

N(g)
inn,l +N(g)

ni,l

]

, (5.6)

whereEl is the number of generations in the estimation interval. We consider this as a

reliable estimate of the number of packets received by the application, where we can assume

that coding and distribution dynamics are implicitly takeninto account, and include both

innovative and non-innovative packets in the calculation.We note the use ofN(g)
recv,l to refer

to the total number of packets of layerl received for generationg (innovative and non

innovative), as well asN(g)
ni,l for the number of non-innovative packets received for generation

g. We can additionally define the average innovative packet rate as:

Rip =
1
El

Pg

∑
g=Pg−El+1

L−1

∑
l=0

N(g)
inn,l (5.7)

as the average rate of innovative packets calculated over the estimation intervalEl .

The rate allocation can be defined as:Finding, for each generation in the priority region,

a target layer, possibly the closest to L− 1, provided that the collaborative rate that the

receivers are expected to sustain is lower than Rt p∗αt p.
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Fig. 5.9: Example of layer selection in the priority region with the water-filling algorithm.

We’ve now introduced an adaptation factor 0< αt p ≤ 1 that allows targeting an infor-

mation rate arbitrarily smaller than the effective rate of packets, in order to compensate

for inefficiencies. The rate selection is performed every time the priority window slides

forward, i. e., whenever the oldest GOP is popped out, and a new one is inserted.

The procedure for findinĝl = [l̂g,g=Pg+1, . . . ,Pg+Pl ] starts from a set of initial values,

l̂0. This inital vector is calculated as the highest values of quality for each GOP for which

the number of packetsω(g)
l is below the total packet rateRt p∗αt p. Afterwards it proceeds to

fill the priority region by increasing the quality layers foreach generation, until theRt p∗αt p

limit is reached, and this is done by prioritising, in turn:

1. Higher classes segments.

2. Segments with less missing packets.

3. Older generations (closer to the deadline).

Fig. 5.10 shows typical stream sizes and PSNR of an H.264/SVC-encoded sequence. Fig. 5.11

also shows the periodic presence of GOPs which are bigger in size, although yielding to ap-

proximately the same PSNR of the other GOPs at the same quality layer. The large GOPs

correspond to those containing the I-slice, and the periodicity is given by the ratio between

I-frame period and GOP length. It should be noted that this isallowed in SVC by the pres-

ence of a key-picture in every GOP. However, in order to decode GOPs without I-frame at

a higher quality than the neighbouring GOPs in the same I-frame period, one should make

sure that the prediction configuration and the coding loops allow that.

The rate allocation algorithm via water-filling in the case of a single generation for each

GOP is described by the pseudo-code in Alg. 5.2. The only change when the GOP is divided

into multiple generations is to sort the GOP indices and consider all the generations in the

GOP, and swapNinn andω(g) with the sum over the GOP. An example of the algorithm

execution is also shown in Fig. 5.9.
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Once a specific layer has been allocated for each GOP in the priority region, the uniform

randomised routine can be applied with one possible choice of quality for each GOP for

each potential receiver and Alg. 5.1 can be applied trivially.
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Algorithm 5.2 Prioritised Water Filling algorithm for single-generation GOPs.

1: function PRIOREGRATE(l)

2: return 1
Pl

∑Pg+Pl
k=Pg+1ω(k)

lk
3: end function

4: function SORTBYSIZE(g = [g1, . . . ,gn], l ) ⊲ Sort elements ofg by size ofω(g)
l

5: gsort = [ g j1, . . . ,g jn | jk ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, k∈ {1, . . . ,n} ] :

N(gsort( jk))
inn,l −ω(gsort( jk))

l ≤ N(gsort( jk+1))
inn,l −ω(gsort( jk+1))

l ,∀ jk ∈ {1, . . . ,n−1}
6: returngsort

7: end function

8: procedure WATER FILL(ω(g)
l ,Rt p,αt p)

9: Priority region:gp−reg =
[

g j | j = Pg+1, . . . ,Pg+Pl
]

10: l̂0 =
[

l̂ j = maxi : i = 0, . . . ,L−1 s.t. ω(g)
i < Rt p∗αt p, j = Pg+1, . . . ,Pg+Pl

]

11: l̂piv = l̂0
12: for l = 0, . . . ,L−1 do

13: Prio. region filled= f alse

14: gsort = SORTBYSIZE (gp−reg, l)

15: for g∈ gsort do

16: if (g, l): not decodedthen

17: l̂temp= l̂piv

18: l̂temp[i] = gsort[i]

19: if PRIOREGRATE(l̂temp)< Rt p∗αt p then

20: l̂piv = l̂temp

21: else

22: Prio. region filled= true

23: end if

24: end if

25: end for

26: if Prio. region filled== true then

27: break For cycle at the currentl

28: end if

29: end for

30: Returnl̂0
31: end procedure
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5.3 Experimental Setup and Results

This section describes the experimental setup prepared to validate our streaming system.

We first describe the P2P protocol which the application is based on. We then present the

simulation environment and experimental results.

5.3.1 Architecture of our Application

Our application implements a new data delivery system over aP2P protocol described in

an unpublished work and calledZeta-protocol [58]. ZetaSim extends the GnutellaSim [59]

implementation for the network simulator (ns2 [60]) by using its messaging and socket

structure, and it implements the Zeta protocol, a file download scheme based on the net-

work coding principles of Avalanche. It uses the packet pushscheme, UDP datagram for

feedback-free transmission, and progressive decoding with Gaussian elimination.

We modified the ZetaSim suite to perform live streaming of scalable video. We in-

troduced the use of generations, the synchronised sliding window, and prioritised coding,

as well as a video data loader and parser for demonstration purposes. Finally we introduce

packet forwarding, rate estimation and allocation, as wellas the buffer map exchange, based

on the prioritised streaming system described earlier in this Chapter.

ZetaSim defines a boot server which incorporates the functions of the web server in P2P

protocols like bit-torrent. We incorporate the functions of tracker and boot server. Users

who want to retrieve the video content join the network via the boot server. We have then

three different type of nodes:

• Boot server/tracker

• Video server peer

• User peer

One node, the server, is the initial source of the live video.Both users and server authenticate

to the boot server and stream the buffered video via the same exact procedures. We now

describe the main authentication and bootstrap procedures.

P2P protocol procedure: JOIN The JOIN procedure is shown in Fig 5.12 both for a

normal user and for a user with a video to stream (in our setup,the server). When a user

joins, it is put by the boot server in thepresence list, allowing the user to perform further

actions. The video server then sends anUPDATE_STREAMSmessage informing the tracker
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Fig. 5.12: P2P protocolJOIN procedure.
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Fig. 5.13: P2P protocolQUERYprocedure.

entity of the availability of the video to stream, after which the video server node is put in

the list of theSEEDING_PEERS.

P2P protocol procedure: QUERY When a node that has joined the network wants to

receive the video, it sends aQUERYmessage to the boot server. The query is either replied

by aQUERY_HITmessage, or it is put in the list of unfulfilled queries (in case there are no

seeders for the requested video) and is replied at a later stage once seeders become available.

The user will then create the downloader and inform the tracker, which will put the user in

the list of downloaders. This procedure is described in Fig 5.13.

P2P protocol procedure:START Fig 5.14 show the stream bootstrap, where all peers in

the network are notified of the lits of downloaders in the network and the video server is

explicitly triggered to start the stream. In our system we concentrate on the live streaming

of the video, so we perform the procedures of joining the network and exchanging the list

of shared videos upfront the streaming simulation. Downloaders create in turn their seeding

functionality once the seeding buffering threshold has been reached.
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Fig. 5.14: P2P protocolSTARTprocedure.

5.3.2 Network Generation

For our experimental setup we generate a number of random topologies where we place an

application at each node. We make use of a geographic model for network growth emula-

tion, proposed as the Waxman model [61] and whose software implementation is available

at [62]. The generation allows the creation of a flat plane, where a number of nodes are

placed according to a 2D Poisson process. Links are then created between any pair of nodes

u andv, with probability:

P(u,v) = ae−
d(u,v)

bL (5.8)

wherea> 0 andb≤ 1, d is the distance betweenu andv, andL is the maximum distance

between any two nodes (given by the plane size). The parameter a drives the probability of

having a link between any pair of nodes, whereas the parameter b increases the probability

of having long edges with respect to the probability of having links between closer nodes.

Fig. 5.15 shows a few examples of randomly generated networks, the top line showing 20

nodes networks, and the bottom line showing a 50 nodes network, as used in our experi-

ments.

5.3.3 Simulation Results

In this section we present the simulation results of the proposed system.
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Node 1 Node 1

Node 1

Fig. 5.15: Randomly generated network topologies. Top: 20 nodes; left:b = 0.1, a = 5;
right: b= 0.1, a= 10 ; Bottom: 50 nodes.

5.3.3.1 Setup

In our scenario, we have a single source node, streaming a video encoded with H.264/SVC

using Medium Grain Scalability (MGS) at CIF resolution. Thesource node is the only node

that is not consuming the video. We make use of the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM)

reference software [63]. Three priority classes are selected, exploiting quality scalability,

where the base layer has QP equal to 30 and the enhancement layer has QP equal to 22 and

MGS vector partitions equal to 6 and 10, for enhancement layer 1 and 2, respectively. We

use the Paris sequence with CIF spatial resolution (352×288) and 30 frames per second.

The compressed video streams account for an average bit rates and PSNR of:
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bitrate [KBps] PSNR [dB]

Base layer 41.6881 35.6259

Enhancement layer 1 78.7615 37.3439

Enhancement layer 2 113.7042 40.1305

We use an I-frame period of 32 frames (corresponding to 1.067seconds of video) and

a GOP size of 8 frames (equal to 0.2667 seconds of video). The video GOPs have PSNR

and sizes shown in Fig. 5.10, and every GOP is composed of a single generation. Multi-

generation GOPs are treated in Chapter 6.

We generate a random network topology, with a fixed number of nodes. We let all the

nodes join the network and get the list of peers, before starting the streaming from the video

server. The peers are let download at a typical DSL speed, i.e., 2 Mbps, which is high

enough to be considered not a bottleneck. The normal peers also upload at a variable rate

between 80% to 130% of the full rate video. The video server will stream to all authenticated

peers at an upload rate which is higher than the other peers, and changes between different

experiments. Additionally, different values of the guard factor for the water filling allocation

threshold are tested, ranging from 0.7% to 0.95%, to allow variable overhead. We also set

the priority region to be 8 GOPs long, corresponding to 2.133planned buffering delay. This

also corresponds to the specifications of HLS. The estimation interval is also set to the same

lenght.

5.3.3.2 Performance Measures

We collect rate and playback statistics the receiver ends. We record the arrival of non-

innovative and innovative packets and decoding events of innovative packets, and the com-

plete decoding of the GOPs. We then measures the following quantities:

Average PSNR The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is defined as [52]:

PSNR= 20· log10

(

MAX I√
MSE

)

, (5.9)

whereI(m,n) is the intensity of the luminance components of the pixel with m,n coordi-

nates, and MAXI is the maximum value such intensity can take. Having 8 bits per com-

ponent depth coding, the intensity max value is 255. The MeanSquared Error (MSE) is
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calculated as follows:

MSE=
1

MN

M

∑
m=1

N

∑
n=1

[

Î(m,n)− I(m,n)
]2
. (5.10)

While the PSNR can be calculated also for the chrominance components, our only PSNR

measures will be taken only on the luminance component. The PSNR is calculated over the

frames of the received video GOPs at all receivers, and then averaged in the time domain

over the interval of observed video.

Playback skip rate A playback skip occurs when the decoding of a GOP is missed at any

quality layer. The received video is observed during a time window of durationT, equal to

an observation ofNGOPs(obs) = ⌊T ∗ (GOP_period)/( f rame_rate)⌋ GOPs. The playback

skip rate is calculated as:

µskip= 1− 1
NGOPs(obs)

NGOPs(obs)

∑
g=g0

dec(g,0) (5.11)

where dec(g, l) returns 1 if generationg has been decoded at least at qualityl , 0 otherwise.

The skip rate is calculated on the number of skipped GOPs, noton the skipping events, i. e.

we consider a number of consecutive skipped GOPs contributing individually.

Coding Efficiency, Goodput Efficiency The codingefficiency is calculated as the frac-

tion of innovative packets over all the received packets. Itis an index of coding diversity

and overhead that is introduced by non-innovative packets,and it is calculated as:

ηcod =

∫ T

t0

inn(t)
recv(t)

dt (5.12)

where(t0,T] is the interval under observation for packet arrival events, andinn(t) andrecv

are functions which are in the form∑tarrival
δ (t− tarrival ) (δ (t) is Dirac’s function). tarrival

are the arrival times of packets (innovative or non innovative). These can also be expressed

as the sum of packets received for each generation over the period of time:

ηcod =
NGOPs(obs)

∑
g=g0

N(g)
inn

N(g)
recv

(5.13)
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While this is calculated over all innovative packets, thegoodputefficiency is calculated over

the innovative packets received for the layer that is finallydecoded, disregarding innovative

packets received for higher and non-decodable layers as overhead. The goodput efficiency

is calculated as:

ηgp =
G

∑
g=g0

∑ldecoded(GOP(g))
i=0 N(g)

inn,i

N(g)
recv

(5.14)

where GOP(g) is the GOP generationg belongs to, andldecoded(GOP(g)) is the layer at

which generation GOP(g) has been decoded, which is the minimum among all generations

in the GOP, and could be smaller than 0 if the GOP is not decodedat all.

Of all these indicators, global measures are obtained by averaging the calculated values

over all the receivers in the networks.

5.3.3.3 Numerical Results

Streaming is simulated on topologies shown in Fig. 5.15. Thedownload rates for peers are

set to be twice the full video rate, in order to allow receiving the full rate video. The upload

rates are limited, in order to evaluate how much resources the users need make available to

sustain the streaming, when the server uploads at a fixed rate. The tests are performed on

the event-based network simulator (ns2) and we analyse separately the performance against

the nodes upload rate, and against the adaptation overhead.In the remainder we refer to

the estimation astight for values ofαt p close to 100%, andlooseotherwise. Performance

is also compared to a non prioritised system, streaming the full rate video, similarly toR2.

Skipped GOPs are computed with PSNR equal to zero. The observations are taken after

allowing an initial buffering time of 10 seconds. We show simulation results for a 20 nodes

network, where we’ve set the server upload rate to 700 KBytes/sec, and a 50 nodes cluster,

where the video source uploads at 1 MByte/sec. When comparedto the network demand,

these server uploads rates are approximately around one third and one fifth of the uplink

capacity required in a normal client-server system, respectively.

Average PSNR Fig. 5.16 shows the average PSNR experienced by a group of 20 users

streaming the Paris CIF video. Fig. 5.17 shows the average PSNR experienced by a group

of 50 users, also streaming the Paris CIF video. The dashed line in both figures shows

the PSNR with non prioritised streaming, whereas the solid line shows the PSNR of the

prioritised system. For the non-scalable system, reachingthe PSNR of the full-rate video is

index of good reception. Degradation of PSNR is sign of missed reception and skipping of

GOPs. In the 20 nodes network, the full-rate video is delivered with high probability (100%
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Fig. 5.16: Average PSNR vs upload rate. Network size: 20 nodes, server upload:
700 KBytes/sec, Paris CIF sequence.

of receivers) when the nodes upload at around the same rate ofthe video, whereas in the

50 nodes network, where the server uploads at 1 MByte/sec, wenotice that the nodes need

to upload at 120% extra rate to achieve the same results. In general we expect the nodes

to have to put more of their own resources to achieve the same result if the server reduces

its contribution, meaning a shift of the curves towards higher values of the x-axis, and vice-

versa. This is also true when the number of nodes increases, meaning in general a higher

need for resources either from server or users.

With rate estimation we notice how the quality of the video degrades gracefully, but does

not drop, indicating that the senders will try to adapt the quality to a lower rate. For upload

rates around 70% of the full rate video (around 90 KBytes/sec), in the tests over the small

network, and 80% in the big network, a PSNR of around 37-38 dB means that in average

the nodes are streaming the video mostly at the first layer of quality.

Fig. 5.18 shows the variation of PSNR with the adaptation factor αt p in the 20 nodes

cluster when the server uploads at 700 KBytes/sec. These statistics allow us to evaluate the

impact of a thight estimation against one allowing room for overhead. A tighter estimation

works better for higher upload rates, when the bandwidth is close or higher than the full-rate

video. However, at lower rates, the tight estimation does not take into account the higher

overhead generated by this data size at this uplink rate. Theestimation of sustainable rate

is too tight for the goodput that can be delivered reliably, and it fails to deliver at a good
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Fig. 5.17: Average PSNR vs upload rate. Network size: 50 nodes, server upload:
1 MBytes/sec, Paris CIF sequence.

PSNR. By transmitting at a rate that is not sustainable, the receivers will fail to complete the

decoding of any generation at the allocated quality layer, yielding to high skipping rates. At

low rates in fact, a looser estimation gives a higher PSNR, and also yields to a lower skipping

rate. This means that a looser estimation of the goodput, andconsequently of the overhead,

is more accurate to be around 17.5% at lower rates in the 20 nodes case. Conveniently, this

estimate is acceptably close also at higher rates, althoughnot as tight as the 90% factor.

Fig. 5.18 shows how the PSNR variates with the overhead, showing that, at an upload rate

of 80% of the full rate, the highest quality is delivered withαt p = 87.5%. Similar curves

have been found for the 50 nodes network, where the peak is only slightly pushed towards

higher values ofαt p.

Playback skip rate Shown in Fig. 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21 are also the skipping rate and

delivery ratios experienced in the 20 nodes network experiment with server upload rate

equal to 700 KBytes/sec. In the first one we can see again how the playback skips in a

non-scalable system become unsustainable when the video rate is not enough, and how the

prioritised system keeps instead the playback skips below 1%. Shown in Fig. 5.20 is the

trend of the skips at two different upload rates, confirming that, with limited bandwidth,

a relatively loose estimation yields to lower playback skips than the tighter systems (85%,

95%). A tight estimation only succeeds with plenty of bandwidth, and diverges otherwise.
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Fig. 5.18: Average PSNR vsαt p at two different node upload rates. Server upload:
700 KBytes/sec. Network size: 20 nodes, Paris CIF sequence.

Finally in Fig. 5.21, we can see the delivery rate of the threequality layers, i. e. the fraction

of decoded generations at a specific layer. A neater separation is obtained withαt p = 75%

between base rate and full rate, as well as fewer resources allocated for the first enhancement

layer with reduced bandwidth, meaning in average a better allocation of resources towards

the basic stream. In the right figure the first enhancement layer is to be included more often

by the rate allocation.

Transmission efficiency Finally, Fig. 5.22 shows the transmission efficiency achieved

by the push strategy. The left graphs show the efficiency whenthe nodes upload below

the full-rate video, the right graph when they upload above the video rate. Although the

coding efficiency is in general higher when the rate estimation is tight, such efficiency does

not always translate all into useful video rate, or goodput.One can at this point note a

particular trend: When the estimation exceeds the sustainable goodput, i. e., the overhead is

underestimated, the nodes will try to upload at a rate that exceeds the sustainable goodput.

Let’s consider for example the point where where the coding efficiency appears to be at his

highest (left graph,α > 0.9). At this exact point, the goodput efficiency, shown in the right

graph, is instead rather low, due the channel not being able to reliably sustain the delivery

of the entire generations. With these results we can conclude that an estimation of 12.5%

overhead on the small network and 10% in the medium one achieve the best efficiency at

low rates, as well as a satisfactory closeness to the full-rate when the channel allows.
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Fig. 5.19: Playback skips vs nodes upload rate. Server upload: 700 KBytes/sec. Network
size: 20 nodes, Paris CIF sequence.
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Fig. 5.20: Playback skips vsαt p at two different node upload rates. Server upload:
700 KBytes/sec. Network size: 20 nodes, Paris CIF sequence.
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Fig. 5.22: Coding and goodput efficiency vsαt p at two different node upload rates: left
80%, and right 110% of the full rate video. Server upload: 700KBytes/sec. Network size:
20 nodes, Paris CIF sequence.

Discussion The reason why the tight estimation fails at limited throughput regimes is

that, although the estimation of the pure throughput is accurate, a 5−10% overhead is an

underestimation of the overhead that the data allocated forsuch rate brings into the game at

that same channel rate, yielding to an overall unreliable stream.

The overhead comes from three mechanisms: one is the statistical dependency of ran-

dom linear combinations, the second one is the probability of delivering dependent packets

from several sources. Breaking overhead is the third sourceof overhead. With regards to the

last two, faster channels are more probable to deliver overhead due to braking. Conversely,

slower channels suffer less from breaking overhead, but at the same time the data that can be

reliably transmitted on these channels is smaller, and yields to higher probability of being

non-innovative for the first two reasons.

The goodput estimation appears to be a double-loop process:One is the rate estima-

tion, and the other is the estimation of overhead of data of some size, at that channel rate.

Each time a target upload rate is chosen, this will bring to the table factors due to statistical

diversity of generations with given size, and that depends with the speed of the channel,

both interdependent and contributing to the channel overhead. Rather than perfectly esti-

mating such overhead mathematically, which variates a lot depending on the scenario, one

might think of applying all means to reduce it, and then dynamically learn to estimate more

precisely from the previous transmission history.

Maintenance overhead An additional overhead is to be considered for establishingand

maintaining our peer-assisted delivery system. Our systementails the constant exchange of
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buffer maps to keep up-to-date buffering information across all peers. This involves prepar-

ing a minimum of one message every time the priority window slides forward containing

the information about the buffered GOPs, to be sent to every peer in the cluster. In other

words, the buffer map flows can be written as:

Rbu f f er_maps= [(L+1)γint ∗Pg+Γheader]
f rame_rate

GOP_period

whereγint is the size of an integer in Bytes (4 Bytes in our example), thefactorL+1 takes

into account the number of blocks received per layer as well as the number of non innovative

packets received for each generation, andΓheaderis the header size. For 8 frames GOPs of a

30 frames per second video, every node has to send a minimum of480 Bytes to every other

node, as well as receiving from every other node. In our examples of 20 and 50 nodes, this

accounts for 9.6 Kbytes and 24 KBytes per second respectively. However, this can be easily

reduced by:

• Using shorter integer representation and compressing theraw values.

• Including only the ACK and not-yet ACK as well as the subscription information, and

omitting the number of received packets.

• Using a longer GOP period.

• Using the tracking server as a message forwarder, which would reduce the outgo-

ing message from each node to only one for every buffer map update, regardless the

number of peers.

• Limiting the number of peers to update by forming clusters or group of peers that see

and exchange data with each other. This does not exclude thatgroups can overlap, to

enhance the distribution of data.

Establishing and terminating the connections also brings aone off overhead from sending

the updated maps of peers. An efficient way of doing is to update the users with the list

of only newly joined peers, or alternatively, implicitly signalling the join of a new peer

by forwarding its buffer map. While this could raise security concerns in the distributed

maps exchange, when forwarding the messages at the trackingserver this issues is easily

circumvented. Finally, in order to signal when peers depart, nodes can forward only to

nodes for which they have received a recent buffer map information, whereas if no buffer

map is received, it is implied that the node has left the network. With this strategy, the

network can maintained effectively and with a sustainable overhead traffic.
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Delivery with lossy links In Chapter 6 we discuss the rateless coding data exchange

mechanism in terms of complexity and resilience against packet losses. We argue in this

contest that a linear invariance against packet losses and delays is achieved, allowing to ap-

ply the results demonstrated in this chapter in other situations of channel adversity. In fact,

the only parameter driving both packet streaming and its stop condition, as well as the rate

allocation, is the real actual goodput experienced by each node, regardless the channel con-

ditions. Thanks to the possibility of encoding and streaming packets until the segments are

decoded, the throughput will be higher and more protected, with more resources allocated

towards lower layers, in presence of packet losses. We expect a transparent adaptation to

the channel conditions, and a shift of PSNR and playback skipprofiles only towards higher

upload rates, but overall equivalent.

5.4 Conclusions

We’ve implemented a scalable video streaming system with peer-assisted delivery, over a

P2P communication protocol. We’ve used the practical network coding framework, with a

push-based distributed coding mechanism and added rate estimation and allocation. We’ve

tackled the problem of allocating resources for scalable video and shown that the waterfill-

ing algorithm achieves the task with limited and controllable overhead. This architecture

can be also considered a cornerstone for testing and studying network coding form other

perspectives, such as a channel with end-to-end characteristic as a linear operator, as in

Chapter 4. On the other hand, the rateless coding can be studied as a point-to-point error

control technique, to analyse the resilience against packet losses and random delays. This is

discussed in Chapter 6.

The research that lead to the development of this framework was presented at an industry

workshop, two peer reviewed conference papers, and an IEEE journal paper.



Chapter 6

Random Linear Fountain over GF(q):

Implementation and Performance

With the P2P content delivery system we have introduced a rateless coding and streaming

characteristic coming from the random push of packets towards other peers. Fountain codes

are a well know Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding technique, which has shown ex-

cellent erasure protection performance with very low complexity, compared to traditional

block codes. The key concept of rateless coding resides in being able to deliver an arbitrar-

ily high stream of information, geared towards overcoming by means of pure throughput the

loss of packets, and decoding from any set of independent received packets.

In this chapter we discuss rateless coding as a functionality of network coding in our con-

tent delivery system. Although already studied by some [64], our system does not make use

of traditional fountain codes, but introduces instead a dense linear fountain overGF(q) as

the means for performing network coding and being as a side effect an inter-packed loss pro-

tection coding. While fountain codes are, in their state of the art formulation, the best form

of erasure protection on a point-to-point transmission, network coding relies on multiple and

intersected paths to deliver the data. Additionally, batchdecoding fromω +ε packets is the

only way to exploit raptor codes’ statistical characteristics at their best, whereas progressive

decoding of network coded packets is essential to identify non-innovative packets and per-

form scalable decoding. For these reasons, random linear coding overGF(q) as a tool for

error and erasure protection, and at the same time as the key for practical implementation of

network coding systems, is the focus of discussion of this Chapter.

Since in the last Chapter we presented the overall data distribution characteristic in an

ideal situation, we now analyse the behaviour of point-to-point rateless transmission em-

ploying random linear coding. We analyse the computationaldelay introduced by our cod-
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ing system on ideal conditions, and the robustness against packet losses and delays. One of

our goals is to tackle one of the main weaknesses of network coding, which is the computa-

tional complexity. We make use of chunked coding to reduce the linear systems dimension,

as well as an implementation of gaussian reduction that takes advantage of advanced CPU

instructions. We show how our implementation is efficient, has low end-to-end delays and

can be effectively implemented in live collaborative networking. We also argue the invari-

ance of the system performance to channels with stationary packet loss rate.

6.1 A Collaborative Coding for Packet Loss Protection with

Controlled Complexity

Fountain codes are now the most advanced form of forward error correction codes [43, 65].

Raptor10 [66], and the latest RaptorQ® [67] are now standards from the Internet Engineer-

ing Task Force (IETF) [66, 68] and are already part of products specifications from the 3rd

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) project

for satellite, terrestrial and handheld broadcasting systems.

Practical network coding frameworks employing push-basedpolicies for packet for-

warding have an intrinsic rateless-ness coming from:

a. Random coding and thus memoryless production of packets of identical contribution

of information.

b. Streaming at a non-specified throughput and coding rate. This can be at the same time

lower than the data rate and/or directed to multiple receivers.

c. Successful decoding from receiving enough independent packets, regardless which

ones and especially from where.

The idea of collaborative rateless coding is shown in Fig. 6.1. As discussed in the previous

chapters, for such situation to hold, receivers and forwarders have to share a criterion to label

the generations of packets. As far as the allocation of throughput share of the forwarders

with regards to the information rate and the receiver’s download rate is concerned, several

techniques can be used. Among those, random push with cappedrate has demonstrated to

be a satisfactory solution, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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decoded: packetsω

Fig. 6.1: An example of collaborative rateless delivery.

6.1.1 Rateless Coding overGF(q)

Collaborative streaming via network coding relies on similar assumption to those of fountain

coding, one of them being the ability to decode the data from any set of received packets.

Generation-based coding as well as in-band signalling of encoding coefficients allows de-

coding regardless the originating node, the arrival times,or the order of the received packets.

Packet loss protection in collaborative coding is achievedby collecting as many packets as

needed from any path converging to the receiver. Packet losses are compensated if the orig-

inal information rate is carried in the packets remaining inthe stream. The idea is explained

in Fig. 6.1 and 6.2.

Our code, as well as fountain codes, is rateless, as the amount of data generated is not

fixed. Some advantages over traditional FEC codes are:

• Flexibility of information rate allocation: The throughput of the encoded stream can

be increased for extra protection, in case of increased packet loss in the network.

• Flexibility in prioritising data: We can selectively encode different portions of the data

(via windowed coding, see Chapter 3) into packets of differentiated priority classes,

producing a stream with unequal loss protection.

• Achievement of network coding: We can re-encode the packets that have been par-

tially decoded, performing multi-hop and multipath delivery.

These characteristics are achieved thanks to the fact that the receivers can decode progres-

sively upon every packet arrival, starting when the first packet is buffered and finishing when

the last innovative packet is received. By doing so, the computational load is well spread

over time. Degree-distribution-based fountain codes, on the other hand, perform best when
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Fig. 6.2: Example of decoding from linearly independent subsets of packets.

decoding over the whole batch of packets, due to the Belief Propagation algorithm, and

with a fixed overhead, i. e., a predefined number of additionalpackets to add to the minimal

batch, to increase the chances of successful decoding. Flexibility constitutes one of the main

advantages of dense codes compared to degree-distributionbased fountain codes.

Our fountain overGF(q) performs operations over symbols of the Galois Field of size

q = 2m, wherem is the number of bits per symbol, and it has dense coding coefficients

as the main difference with degree-distribution based fountain codes. This involves not

having zero coefficients, and using aGF(q) coefficient for a whole packet (of lengthw).

Collaborative coding benefits from dense and randomised coefficients over a large field

size better than sparse binary coefficients. Decoding is performed via inverting oneω×ω
kernel for each generation of packets. However this happensprogressively, and the length

of the block at decoding is not dependent on the reception of afixed overhead of packets

as in raptor codes. WhenNout packets are produced out ofω source packets the packet

loss protection is close to a number of losses up toNout−ω, unless other overheads due

to non-innovative packets. The exact probability thatNin ≥ ω randomly encoded packets

are independent was given in [24], and gives an idea of the overhead arising from random

coding. The success probability was formulated as:

PΩ,N(ω,Nin) =
ω

∏
n=0

(

1− 1
qNin−n

)

. (6.1)
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Table 6.1: Example of High Definition video coding bit-rates: MPEG 4 Visual, Advanced
Simple Profile (ASP). JSVM 9.18.1 for H.264/MPEG-4 AVC High Profile (HP). High Effi-
ciency Video Codec (HEVC - Draft 8) Main Profile (MP) [69].

1280x720p 60Hz 43 dB

MPEG 4 Visual H.264/AVC HP HEVC MP
Rate 3000 kbps 1600 kbps 1000 kbps
GOP length GOP size
8 frames 50 KBytes 26.67 KBytes 16.67 KBytes
16 frames 100 KBytes 53.33 KBytes 33.33 KBytes
32 frames 200 KBytes 106.67 KBytes 66.67 KBytes
64 frames 400 KBytes 213.33 KBytes 133.33 KBytes

1920x1080p 24Hz 40 dB

MPEG 4 Visual H.264/AVC HP HEVC MP
Rate 5300 kbps 2800 kbps 1900 kbps
GOP Length N. packets per GOP
8 frames 220.83 KBytes 116.67 KBytes 79.16 KBytes
16 frames 441.67 KBytes 233.33 KBytes 158.33 KBytes
32 frames 883.33 KBytes 466.67 KBytes 316.67 KBytes

While traditional Reed Solomon generation, e. g. with Vandermonde matrices, is a valid

alternative to ensure minimal possible overhead in point-to-point transmission, randomised

coding is the key to avoid duplication of encoded blocks in collaborative delivery; these are

redundant data and would happen if the same linear combinations were deterministically

encoded and delivered by different peers.

6.1.2 Chunked Implementation

With the introduction of cheap LCD screens and digital cinema, high resolution and high

speed cameras, the video broadcasting market is moving towards providing High Definition

(HD) as standard level of service and is looking forward to provide even higher resolutions

to the home user. Table 6.1 shows typical compressed video rates using the most recent

reference implementations of H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC, which are regarded as the most

efficient video coding standards available. Decoding with matrix inversion and reduction via

the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm is known for havinga complexity ofO(ω3). With

these sizes and with such growth of computational complexity, dense coding might limit the

capability to stream live HD video content.
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Fig. 6.3: Data partitioning for progressive coding (left) and chunked (stacked) codes (right).

We’ve discussed in Chapter 5 how larger linear systems yieldto better coding diversity.

However, large generation sizes could become a computational issue, especially for the live

streaming constraints. Chunked coding aims at reducing thecomputational complexity by

limiting ω and allowing encoding separate independent generations from the same data

frame, in our case a GOP.

Let’s now analyse the implications of prioritised coding and the chunked approach. The

scalable and prioritised encoding was implemented as a progressive code over the genera-

tion. Generation segmentation realises instead a stacked coding of the GOP. The difference

is shown in Fig. 6.3. In progressive coding, encoding is donecumulatively starting from

the first segment of the generation, allowing a segmenti to be encoded from all segments of

index j ≤ i. The resulting coding kernel for the generation is shown in Fig. 6.3, left. This is

justified by the fact that, with scalable data, intermediatesegments are useless if the preced-

ing segments are not decoded. The stacked, or chunked code [70] approach preserves the

independence of the chunks as shown in Fig. 6.3, right. In some cases the chunks might not

be useful individually, but this method allows to recover the GOP by decoding several small

linear systems, one for each generation. While decoding complexity decreases, packet loss

protection is affected. Specifically, while a generation spanning a whole GOP is more robust

against losses occurring anywhere in the stream, in chunkedcoding if the losses localised

to one generation are more than the remaining information rate for that generation, this be-

comes undecodable and such data unrecoverable. It is however possible to recover the same

amount of losses should the losses in each generation be suchthat the minimum amount of

packets is recovered. Additionally, if one generation is non-decodable, the remainder of the

GOP can be still used for decoding part of the video.

Appropriate sizing of the individual segments helps reaching an acceptable multipath
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diversity. However, when the GOP reaches a remarkable size,stacked coding aims at pro-

viding a flexible balance between generation girth and coding diversity. Chunked coding of

GOPs was implicitly introduced in Chapter 5 as a segmentation of GOPs in several genera-

tion. The coding scheme was also discussed. At the end of thischapter we will measure the

benefits of chunked coding.

We now recall the coding scheme to discuss the decoding optimisation and the no-

tation introduced in the previous Chapter. An outgoing packet d(g) is generated by lin-

early combining theω source blocksb(g)
1 , . . . ,b(g)

ω of generationg with random coefficients

c1,c2, . . . ,cω . The elements of the outgoing packetd(g) = [y1, . . . ,yw] are calculated as:

y j =
ω

∑
i=1

cix
(g)
i, j , j = 1,2, . . . ,w (6.2)

which is the element-wise equivalent of Eq.(5.2), wherex(g)i, j is the j-th element in thei-th

block b(g)
i in generationg. Encoding and decoding operations are performed in an algebra

over a Galois Field (GF) of size 28, and the packets arew symbols long.

As enough packets are collected, the receiver builds a matrix of coefficientsM, where

[M]i, j = ci, j corresponds to the global linear system of equations whose variables areb1, . . . ,bω :

Y = MTX, (6.3)

or equivalently
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, (6.4)

whereh is the network flow or the allocated packet rate. In practice,the receiver doesn’t

wait to receiveh packets and decodeω independent out of them, but decodes progressively

as soon as every packet is received, checking the linear independency, dropping the non

innovative packets, and spreading the computational cost over time.

This contrasts the use of connection-based protocols like TCP for reliable delivery. Such

a protocol not only is not necessary in a distributed coding scenario, but it has also difficult

application with network coding. Additionally, the flow control mechanism might yield

to excessive end-to-end delays in presence of packet lossesand random link latency, as

explained in the Results section.
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Fig. 6.4: Example of gaussian elimination.

6.1.3 Partial Decoding and Matrix Reduction

Received packets are decoded via Gauss-Jordan eliminationwhich brings the linear system

coefficients matrix to reduced row-echelon form, and transforms accordingly the buffered

data as well. The row-echelon form is the key to allow partialdecoding of the video as seen

in Chapter 2. Non-innovative packets can be recognised and discarded.

We can now analyse the elimination algorithm and the fast implementation via accel-

erated CPU algebra instructions. Let’s assume that at any time the buffered data has a

corresponding matrixM where the coding coefficients are stored and decoded. Upon arrival

of a new data packet, the decoding of the new line of coefficients goes as follows:

M4,ω













1 0 0 c1,4 . . . c1,ω

0 1 0 c2,4 . . . c2,ω

0 0 1 c3,4 . . . c3,ω

c4,1 c4,2 c4,3 c4,4 . . . c4,ω













⇒ M′4,ω













1 0 0 0 . . . c1,ω

0 1 0 0 . . . c2,ω

0 0 1 0 . . . c3,ω

0 0 0 1 . . . c4,ω













(6.5)

where theci, j have been transformed, but since the data inY is decoded accordingly, Eq. (6.3)

and (6.4) will hold. The Gauss-Jordan elimination procedure is outlined in Alg. 6.1 in order

to introduce the advanced operations set. We can observe that the operations identified with

† are performed on adjacent regions of memory. The portion ofdata and the performed op-

eration are completely independent. Consecutive operations along the data blocks account

for one order in exponent the polynomial complexity growth.Based on this assumption,

parallelising the computation could drastically reduce the computational load.

Solutions based on General-Purpose computing on Graphic Processing Unit (GPGPU)

have been proposed [71]. Modern GPU architectures enable high-performance parallel

computing using simple programming languages, such as OpenCL (Open Computing Lan-

guage), the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) model provided by nVIDIA, or

the RenderScript language from Google. Parallel computingallows distributing the finite-

field algebra operations on multiple GPU cores, reducing thedecoding times and addition-

ally leaving the CPU free to perform other operations.

Other approaches rely on instruction sets for Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
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on the CPU, like the Streaming SIMD Extension (SSE) by Intel.While GPU computing

could divide the job over a higher number of parallel jobs, his deployment depends on the

availability of medium high-end GPUs and on the number of cores. SIMD on the other

hand are nowadays common instruction sets on processing units, including smartphones, e.

g. with the NEON instruction set available on ARM chipsets. It’s worth notice that as soon

as GPU becomes an ordinary component of hand-held devices, GPU computation might

turn out to be the most efficient solution.

Algorithm 6.1 Gauss-Jordan reduction.Mp,ω is the matrix of partially decoded coefficients,
Yp,w is the matrix of data, as in Eq. (6.5), left.

1: procedure REDUCE TOROW-ECHELON FORM(Mp,ω ,Yp,w)

2: for all i = 1, . . . , p−1 do

3: c= M(p, i)/M(i, i)

4: M(p, :) = M(p, :)+M(i, :)∗c † ⊲ ω− i mult. andω− i add.

5: Y(p, :) =Y(p, :)+Y(i, :)∗c † ⊲ w mult. andw add.

6: end for

7: if Mp(p, p) == 0 then

8: find j > p|M(p, j) 6= 0

9: swap j-th columnM(:, j) with p-th columnM(:, p)

10: end if

11: M(p, :) = M(p, :)/M(p, p) † ⊲ ω− p mult.

12: Y(p, :) =Y(p, :)/M(p, p) † ⊲ w mult.

13: for all i = 1, . . . , p−1 do

14: M(i, :) = M(i, :)+M(p, :)∗M( j, p) † ⊲ ω− i mult. andω− i add.

15: Y(i, :) =Y(i, :)+Y(p, :)∗M( j, p) † ⊲ w mult. andw add.

16: end for

17: end procedure

6.1.4 GF Arithmetic with SSE

The Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) instructions set allows manipulating elements span-

ning 128-bit registers on the CPU with a single instruction.Operations onGF(28) elements

can be performed for example on 16 elements at a time, allowing reducing the number

of instructions to the CPU. We make use of an open source library implementation of GF

arithmetic that uses the SSE instruction set version 4 [72] which is available at [73]. Multi-

plication and sum of contiguous GF elements is implemented via theregion_multiplication
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function which multiplies a 128-bits regiona by a constantc. We briefly explain here the

region multiplication inGF(28), whereas implementations for other field size can be found

in [72]. The routine follows the following steps:

0. Every elementai of a is partitioned intoai,le f t containing the first 4 most important

bits andai,right containing the last 4 bits. Two tables are needed:table1containing all

16 multiplications ofc with all 4-bit elements (includes all results of multiplication

with 8-bit elements whose first 4 bits are zeros), andtable2contains all the products

with 8-bits elements whose last 4 bits equal to zero.

1. a is bitwise AND-ed with a 128-bit mask containing 16 times 11110000 (4 ones, and

4 zeros).

2. The result is multiplied byc by doing 16 simultaneous lookups ontable1.

3. a is bitwise AND-ed with a 128-bit mask containing 16 times 00001111 (4 zeros, and

4 ones).

4. The result is right-shifted by 4 bits.

5. 16 simultaneous lookups ontable2are made to multiply byc.

6. The final result is obtained by bitwise XOR of the results ofoperation 2 and 5 on the

128 bit word.

Precomputed tables are necessary for step 0, but since the allowed values are 256 and each

table has 16 elements, these can be stored. This routine was thoroughly explained and

documented for RAID-6 systems in [74] and for generic GF algebra in [72] This routine

allows us to use oneregion_multiplicationevery 16 bytes. This means⌈ω/16⌉ or ⌈w/16⌉
instruction calls, the latter translating into 64 calls fordata blocks of size 1024 bytes.

6.2 Experimental Validation

Our experimental validation tests aims at showing the validity of random linear fountain

coding as a sustainable and reliable delivery system with resilience against packet losses.

We show the performance on a point-to-point link in terms of end-to-end delay, comparing

it with traditional TCP which tackles packet losses via retransmission. We also demonstrate

the practicality of implementing a real live streaming scenario via our GF-SSE system by

measuring absolute decoding times. Rather than relying on the sliding window model, we

analyse the actual decoding and end-to-end transmission delays of GOPs. We argue that

decoding can be kept at enough small values to support live High Definition (HD) video

streaming.
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6.2.1 Setup

Our validation setup is composed by the back-end streaming components of the P2P appli-

cation. We produce data frames that are segmented into multiple generations as shown in

Fig. 5.5 and considered as independent coding sets as in Fig.6.3, right. The generations

are divided into data blocks and randomly encoded with a target bit-rate on the channel

calculated asRc = h∗ (w+ω) ∗Ngen/Fl , whereω is the length of the coefficients vector

prepended to the payload,Ngen is the number of generation in the frame andFl is the data

frame duration in seconds.

An initial set of tests was made to measure the decoding timesat the receiving end.

Decoding times are taken as the interval of time occurring between the instant the first

packet has reached the receiver, and the time it takes for thelast innovative packet of the

last generation of the GOP to be completely decoded. We monitor decoding times against

the frame size, ranging from sizes typical of standard resolution video to GOP sizes of the

order of 500 KBytes. We compute decoding times on two types ofmachines: One being a

typical mid-high range desktop machine with Intel Core i5 CPU, and one a budget laptop

machine with Intel Core i3 Mobile processor. We compare our GOP segmentation, entailing

the partition of the GOPs in multiple generations, to single-generation GOP decoding. We

will notice the reduction of decoding times and the trend linearisation against the data size.

Secondly, we carry out a real point-to-point transmission of a stream of data in a lab

environment, between two machine connected on a local network. The goal is to emulate

the effort made by peers in delivering data to each other, andcompute the delay introduced

over the transport and network protocols. We emulate the effect of adverse channels by

making use of an emulation tool — the Network Emulator for Windows Toolkit (NEWT).

The emulator operates on the physical network interface of the machine and allows us to

manually tune channel characteristics such as, among the others, channel rate, latency, and

packet loss rate. We measure the end-to-end delay between video encoding in one site and

decoding on the other site from acquisition of data to delivering of the decoded frame to

the video decoder. We rely on a synchronised virtual clock service with a skew of few

milliseconds to validate our measures.
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Fig. 6.5: GOP decoding delay with single-generation GOPs onthe two CPU architectures
Intel i3 and i5.

6.2.2 Results

The results of decoding time measurements are presented first, followed by the end-to-end

delay measurements.

6.2.2.1 Decoding time

Measurements of decoding time are shown in Fig. 6.5. For these results we generated data

with size from 10 KBytes to 255 KBytes, segmented into 1 KByteblocks, and encoded via a

single generation for the whole data segment. Therefore thecoding kernel size ranges from

10 to 255. Decoding has been performed on both the i3 and the i5machines. The com-

parison with the old implementation of Gaussian elimination for decoding shows decoding

times roughly 5 to 6 times faster, on both CPUs. At the highestrate (w = 255 blocks per

generation), we can decode up to 9 MBytes per second on the i5,and 5.5 Mbytes per second

on the i3, which are more than enough to decode the HD video with rates from Table 6.1.

These measurements do not take into account additional CPU time for decoding the

video. Also, these decoding times are for batch decoding of alinear system. Progressive

decoding over an extended period of time (depending on arrival times of packets) results in

an overall smaller transmission time, whereas degree-distribution-based fountain codes best

perform when decoding over the whole batch.

Fig. 6.6 shows the decoding delays with GOP partitioning. The three figures show a
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Fig. 6.6: GOP decoding delay on the two CPU architectures Intel i3 and i5, with different
generation sizes: 32 Kbytes (top-left), 64 Kbytes (top-right), and 96 Kbytes (bottom).

maximum kernel size of 32, 64 and 96, respectively. Decodingrates achievable with these

systems are shown in Table 6.2. The reduction in decoding time of the whole 255 KBytes

GOP, when partitioned in 32 KB chunks is of another factor of 5. Decoding times on the

faster machine are shown for the three systems in Fig 6.7.

Table 6.2: Decoding speeds reduction with chunked coding and SSE elimination decoding.

single-generation ω = 96 ω = 64 ω = 32

i3 5.5 MB/sec 13 MB/sec 16 MB/sec 24 MB/sec
i5 9 MB/sec 24 MB/sec 28 MB/sec 40 MB/sec
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Fig. 6.7: Decoding delay on the Intel i5 CPU with different generation sizes and single-
generation GOP.
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Fig. 6.8: Decoding delay on the Intel i5 CPU with different generation and packet sizes.

For the sake of comparison, if one assumes to transmits a video with GOP size of max-

imum 96 Kbytes, we note the following: If the GOPs consist of 16 frames, the video rate

would be of 180 KBytes per second, which is compatible and higher than the value given

in Table 6.1 for AVC HP and HEVC video in HD/60Hz at 43 dB. Alternatively, if the video

is encoded with 8 frames per GOP, it would have a rate of 360 Kbytes per second, which

also approaches the rates of HD/60Hz and full HD/24Hz video in Table 6.1, for both AVC
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Fig. 6.9: Transmission delay of TCP and rateless coding varying depending on the available
channel rate.

High Profile and HEVC. This does not exclude though that, a single-generation approach

could sustain higher video rates and GOP length, give the decoding speeds commented so

far, before turning to partitioning into multiple generations.

The main reason for achieving higher processing rates is thereduction of the system

kernel (ω). Other than partitioning in multiple generations, or choosing a shorter GOP

length, another way of reducing the kernel size is to increase the packet size, for which

the decoding time become even smaller, although making the stream weaker against packet

erasures. A comparison of decoding times with different packet sizes is shown in Fig. 6.8.

6.2.2.2 End-to-end delay

We measured the end-to-end delay at the application in a point-to-point transmission be-

tween two machines: one generating and encoding data, and one receiving from the network

and decoding the the segments of data. The network emulator reproduces a variety of net-

work conditions in terms of delay, bandwidth and packet lossrate at the receiver’s interface.

We compare the rateless transmission over UDP with a reliable TCP connection. Fig. 6.9

shows the delay with increasing throughput available from the network. We can see how the

rateless coding works best with plenty of available bandwidth. One can observe also how,

channel impairment leave a gap on TCP performance, due to recovery routines, whereas the

rateless coding is less affected by packet losses in the global latency, being most of the de-

lay due to the packet processing. It’s important to note thatthe effect provoked here by the
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emulator limiting the throughput is that of actually slowing down the reception of packets,

thus the impact on decoding bursts of data (the GOPs) is that of longer latency.

The little variation of delay, both with network latency andpacket loss rate, can allow

us to conclude that the performance of the P2P system increases linearly in adverse channel

condition. With packet losses, similar performance with the loss-free case are expected,

provided an equivalent incoming packet rate to the peers. This is obtained by increasing

the senders throughput, implying a shifting of the performance indicators shown in the last

Chapter towards higher values of uplink bandwidth.

6.3 Conclusions

This Chapter analysed differences and similarities between state-of-the art fountain codes

and the rateless codes overGF(q) used in practical network coding systems. Fountain codes

have proven to be the most efficient form of erasure protection. As we analyse possible

extensions of this model to multi-source coding, network coding, and prioritised coding, a

solution which is optimal on all fronts is difficult to identify. On the other hand we argue

that rateless fountain overGF(q) is a viable and efficient solution to most aspects.

Tests on generated data show values of the end-to-end low enough under limitedly ad-

verse channel conditions to conclude that the content delivery system proposed in Chapter 5

is practical and even with adverse channel conditions we would expect it to perform equiv-

alently. Implementation and real-life validation of this coding system on a platform for live

teleimmersive conferencing has been presented in two position papers and a peer reviewed

conference, as well as having earned an invitation to the IEEE transactions on Multimedia.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

As multimedia communication gains territory in nowadays and near future internet applica-

tions, the network infrastructure and the tools for contentdelivery need to be designed more

around the user and around the service. The effort in formalising and standardising Informa-

tion Centric Network (ICN) architectures aim at providing an efficient approach to content

caching and retrieval based on objects identification rather than location. Since network

coding has arisen as a new tool for improving data distribution on packet networks, coding

and source-aware data manipulation have become as a key factor in the design of video

streaming systems. SVC has emerged as a key technology that allows seamless diffusion of

video services to different platforms in universal video systems.

After presenting fundamental theory of network coding in Chapter 2 (Part of which, to-

gether with the last two appendices has been published on theHindawi, International Jour-

nal of Digital Multimedia Broadcastingin May 2011), and having briefly surveyed scalable

data coding and state-of-the art channel coding in Chapter 3we analysed various embodi-

ments of data-chunks coding for scalable data delivery. We’ve assumed a randomised cod-

ing process arising from widely used practical network coding models, and proposed a Joint

Source-Channel-Network Coding mechanism for error protection for this channel (Chap-

ter 4). We then described an application-layer node architecture providing the means to

perform packet-based network coding and multicast on an end-system overlay. We demon-

strated the potential of the end-system multicast with a P2Pprotocol handling live scalable

video via prioritised coding and dynamic resource allocation (Chapter 5). We’ve finally pre-

sented and documented an optimised implementation of rateless coding for live streaming

applications and with direct application in the network coding infrastructure.

After presenting and analysing the different components, we can draw some general

conclusions.
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7.1 Outcome and Future Work

Our work has been presented in three main contributions analysing different aspects of the

overall architecture.

Joint Source-Channel-Network Coding is based on an oblivious or non-coherent trans-

mission model. We’ve presented a channel-network coding allocation model and demon-

strated the performance on a matrix channel, modelled and dimensioned over simple graphs.

As the flow path model of network coding has been studied with several theoretical insights

on such small networks, we’ve also limited our study to a choice of small codes. Such

choice is the best fit for demonstrating the role of the code intransmitting over multiple

paths, with the algebraic transmission model helping to best express the use of network

error correction coding for errors on independent links. Additionally, small codes which

are fit for a sample flow-path network model don’t limit the applicability to bigger networks

employing the asynchronous transport model. We’ve demonstrated a clear trend of error im-

pact at application layer, which at some regimes is controllable, and thanks to erasure/error

decoding can ensure error free transmission at some low linkerror rates with very little

overhead. This system has been presented at the7th International ICST Mobile Multimedia

Communications Conference(MOBIMEDIA 2011) in September 2011 and published in the

Lecture Notes of the Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommuni-

cations Engineeringin February 2012. As far as future developments are concerned, as the

underlying network dynamics move towards the asynchronousbuffered model, the scheme

could be applied at every receiver as an inter-packet codingmethod, where the redundant

packets received by every node build up to providing the means for the error detection. A

packet-wise protection or CRC could be also implemented andanalysed as an intermediate

detection step and the impact on the rate-distortion curve could be studied.

with the P2P system we’ve proved the validity of the synchronised buffering mechanism

and the rate allocation based on goodput estimation. We’ve demonstrated the adaptability

to reduced reception conditions, with reduction of the video stream to lower quality while

keeping a continuous service, as well as the close performance with the non-scalable case

(where the braking overhead is minimal) when the rate allows. We’ve analysed an heuristic

adaptation to the overhead, finding that loose estimation isa safer option. We’ve also had

the chance to speculate over the origin of the overhead, including braking phenomenon, size

of data, size of network, and factor influencing the chunk/peer selection, while keeping this

overhead low enough in our simulated experiments. An early implementation of this system

was presented at the9th ST-Day Workshop, in October 2012, and at the4th IEEE Latin-
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American Conference on Communications 2012(LatinCom 2012) in November 2012, later

published as a journal paper in theIEEE Latin America Transactions, in March 2013. The

rate allocation was presented at the20th International Packet Video Workshop (PV), 2013,

and included in the conference proceedings. As Content Delivery Networks are still studied

and employed for geographic replication of the service across continents, it would be in-

teresting to see the application of such a collaborative system with rateless network-coded

datagram-based distribution across the nodes, and the impact on the playback delay of the

connected users, as well as the use for multiple live streams. As this model is applicable to

several scenarios another next step would be the application of the streaming system to opti-

mised overlay topologies for content delivery. Information-Centric Networking would also

benefit from an encoded approach to object caching. As multicast Over-The-Top Video be-

comes a high demand service, encoded architectures for caching and delivery might become

an interesting approach to meet the requirements of ICNs.

Finally, we have presented an analysis of rateless streaming on a per-link basis. As-

suming the dense fountain overGF(q) as the most generic situation for a rateless delivery

with network coding, we’ve implemented a decoding architecture which can process pack-

ets at a fast rate to support HD video. This work was part of a small demonstrator for live

streaming of really large data and demonstrated very low end-to-end delays, in this case

below the real-time interactivity threshold. It was presented as part of the system at the4th

ACM Conference on Multimedia Systems(MMSys 2013), 2013, where it earned an invi-

tation for an extended submission at theIEEE Transactions on Multimedia. Since raptor

codes and LDPC codes have affirmed their superiority in termsof complexity, making a

point for sparseness and randomness, and we’ve made our point towards distributed-ness

of the code, study of raptor codes in network coding is already making its course. At the

current state raptor network coding suffers from decreasedefficiency with small blocks, and

need to stick to specific decoding schemes. Efficiency of raptor network coding is close

to that registered in our experiments, i. e. up to 90% for the chosen block sizes [75]. Al-

though beyond the scope of this thesis, the attractiveness of state of the art fountain codes

remains, where one could study, among the other options, thepossibility to extend decoding

beyond a fixed overhead to increase the chances of success (extended raptor decoding), and

the limits and advantages of balancing partial decoding with collaborative re-encoding for

retransmission. Finally the introduction of scalable datain the picture is a good reason for

further exploration of the efficiency of such codes with partial decoding as well as pushing

the efficiency with limited block sizes as in our system.
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Appendix A

Scalable Video Coding Architecture

This appendix briefly describes the H.264/SVC, the video codec used for our experiments.

This architecture has been designed by the joint consortiumof ITU-T and ISO/IEC JTC1,

the first one using the name H.264, and the second one releasing the codec under the MPEG-

4 suite, namely calling it MPEG-4 Part 10. SVC is the Annex G ofthe H.264/AVC codec,

being thus an extension of the standard in use. Although alternatives exist, this remains

the reference coding architecture for SVC in all research-related fields. Although the SVC

acronym usually refers to the standard H.264/SVC, we’ve often used this word to the scal-

able coding paradigm applied to video data.

The SVC Extension of the H.264/AVC Standard

Fig. A.1 shows the structure of the H.264/SVC. Most of the coding tools of the architecture

of the non scalable version, the H.264/AVC, are found in the scalable extension. This allows

the SVC to produce a base layer which is compatible with AVC, and that can be decoded by

legacy AVC decoders.

H.264 takes a block-based approach for spatial coding, witha two-stage integer trans-

form — Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Hadamard appliedto the base DCT coeffi-

cients. The legacy I-, P- and B-slice distinction is also kept, where I-slices use onlyintra-

picture spatial prediction, P-slices addinter-pictureprediction from previous frames, and

B-slides allow forward and backward inter frame prediction. Two entropy coding modali-

ties are allowed: Context-based Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) uses variable

length codes and its adaptivity is restricted to transform coefficients coding. Context-based

Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) uses more sophisticated adaptivity and arith-

metic coding and reaches lower bitrates than CAVLC [4].
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Fig. A.1: Block Diagram of H.264/SVC [4]

The legacy of AVC is present in SVC to allow retro-compatibility for the base layer

but extends coding functionalities towards full-scalability, i.e., temporal, spatial and quality

scalability. Temporal scalability comes directly from thehierarchical prediction structure of

AVC. An example is shown in Fig A.2. The frame at the end of eachGOP (both Predictive

and Intra) may constitute the base temporal layer, providing a low frame rate, while the other

Predictive (P) and Bi-predictive (B) frames may be part of enhancement layers for increasing

the frame rate. Spatial and quality scalability is supported by a multilayer coding similar

to the one used in H.263 where motion-compensated prediction and intra-prediction are

employed in each layer. In addition, SVC provides so-calledinter-layer prediction methods

which allow an exploitation of the statistical dependencies between different layers. It is

possible to vary the quantisation parameter across the layers in order to encode with better

fidelity the lower layers.

Three important concepts have been implemented in SVC: key pictures, prediction of

macroblock modes and associated motion parameters, and prediction of the residual signal.

Improving over the prediction structures introduced for H.262, H.263, and H.264, the key
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Fig. A.2: Hierarchical structure enabling temporal scalability. (a) coding with hierarchical
B-frames. (b) Nondyadic structure with 2 subsequences at 1/3rd and 1/9th of the full rate.
Number under pictures indicates the coding order indicatedand Tk specifies the temporal
layer.

pictures flag identifies those frames whose motion compensated prediction is performed

based on the quality layer of the reference frame. This imposes that the motion parame-

ters don’t change between base and enhanced reconstruction, limiting the quality drifting

of frames whose reference is the key frame, in case the enhancement layer of the reference

frame for the key picture is not available. In inter-layer prediction the macroblock pre-

diction signal is completely inferred from colocated blocks in the reference layer without

transmitting any additional side information. When the colocated reference layer blocks are

intra-coded, the prediction signal is built by the up-sampled reconstructed intra signal of

the reference layer — a prediction method also referred to asinter-layer intra prediction. In

inter-layer macroblock mode and motion prediction, the enhancement layer macroblock is

inter-picture predicted as in single-layer coding, but themacroblock partitioning — spec-

ifying the decomposition into smaller blocks with different motion parameters — and the

associated motion parameters are completely derived from the co-located blocks in the ref-

erence layer. This concept is also referred to as inter-layer motion prediction. Inter-layer

residual prediction targets a reduction of the bit rate required for transmitting the residual
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Fig. A.3: DCT coefficient partitioning for quality and spatial scalability.

signal of inter-coded macroblocks. With the usage of residual prediction the up-sampled

residual of the colocated reference layer blocks is subtracted from the enhancement layer

residual (difference between the original and the inter-picture prediction signal) and only

the resulting difference is encoded using transform coding.

Quality scalability is treated as a special case of spatial scalability with identical picture

sizes for base and enhancement layer. This case, which is also referred to as coarse-grain

quality scalable coding (CGS), is supported by the general concept for spatial scalable cod-

ing as described above. Medium-grain quality scalability (MGS) uses a modified high-level

signalling, which allows switching between different MGS layers in any access unit. An-

other mode, fine-grain quality scalable (FGS), performs motion compensation only using

the base layer reconstruction as reference, and thus any loss or modification of a quality

refinement packet does not have any impact on the motion compensation loop.

The H.264/AVC was designed to work on packet networks; the Network Abstraction

Layer (NAL) provides flexible adaptation of the stream packet transmission via NAL units,

containing coded data portions that can be packetised. NAL units that contribute to decoding

one picture are considered to belong to the same coding unit.

When compared to the non-scalable standard, SVC adds littlesyntax repetition to the

bit-stream. It does however yield to loss in coding efficiency and additional computational

complexity. While coding of spatial layers is the main source of redundant entropy infor-

mation, DCT segmentation for quality scalability (See Fig.A.3) and temporal scalability

(See Fig. A.2) are a product of standard AVC tools. Reduced efficiency of entropy cod-

ing over sub-streams also accounts for overhead. Such overhead has been measured to be

variable, but often reducible via rate optimisation to around 10% with respect to a single

rate encoder [4]. Additional computational complexity comes however from the prediction

structures envisioned for cross-layer dependency exploitation as well as drift control for loss

resilience [76]. At the terminal side, the complexity increases because of the compensation
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and prediction structure, and can be resumed as an exponential increase of complexity with

the number of temporal and spatial layers, whereas it has a linear growth with the quality

layers. For more details about the decoder complexity referto [77]. It has to be noted that

thanks to the fine hierarchical structure, even if some packets are lost most of the data can be

always decoded at the receiver, increasing quality or resolution partially and allowing little

waste of bit-stream.

Overview papers detailing the SVC and AVC standards can be found at [4] and [78],

respectively. Full specification of the standards can be found at [79].



Appendix B

Network Coding Weights and Bounds

This appendix, together with the next one, aims at giving some extra definitions in the

scope of network coding theory. We will limit ourselves to simple definitions, applicable to

situations that we have encountered, namely linear coding with algebraic formulation, and

single source multicasts.

Network error correction (NEC) was proposed by Cai and Yeung, to drive network cod-

ing mechanisms to recover erroneous symbols as well as lost packets with network error-

correcting codes [18, 19]. Definitions given for traditional coding theory, such as coding

distance, weight measures and coding bounds have been revisited with the premise of a

coding operator defined by the network itself.

Let’s consider a directed acyclic graph, wheres is a unique source of information and

T is a set of sink nodes. Let’s also consider a source alphabetC whose codewords are in

a coding space of dimensionω in Galois Field of sizeq: Fq. The algebraic transmission

model presented in Chapter 2 considers the input of errors asrandom alterations of the

symbols on the edges and erasures as symbol cancellations. Error is introduced by means

of an additive 1×|E| error vectorz as:

yT
t = (xTA+z)(I −K)−1Bt . (B.1)

The error patternρz is defined as the cut set defined byz, i. e. its non-zero components.

Let’s also defineFt = (I −K)−1Bt , andMt = A∗Ft as it is useful to define the network code

weights in the next section. We consider a Linear Code Multicast (LCM) for receivert, and

lt the maximum overall number of errors that can occur in the network by which the receiver

t is still able to decode the source information. We additionally defineδt as the redundancy
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at the sink nodet, given as:

δt = mincut(t)−dim(C ) = ht −ω. (B.2)

In the following we present bounds, weights and coding distance used in NEC theory.

Weights measures of Linear Network Codes

Yang et al. introduced two classes of coding weights for the variables involved in the al-

gebraic model of network channel: received vectory, error vectorz and message vector

x [80–82].

A first class of measures are defined as follows. A weight measure for themin-cutof the

error pattern is formulated as:

wt
c(z) = mincutt(ρz), (B.3)

which entails the minimum cut-set of error patternρz. For this it holds thatwt
c(z)≤ wH(z),

which is the Hamming weight in classic coding theory. For linear codes, therankof an error

pattern is:

wt
r(z) = rankt(ρz), (B.4)

which is calculated as the rank of the matrix formed by the rows in Ft corresponding to the

edges inρz. For this measure it holds thatwt
r(z)≤wt

c(z). Finally, given the classic definition

of Hamming weightwH(z) as the number of nonzero elements in the vectorz, thenetwork

Hamming weightcan be expressed as:

wt
n(z) = min{wH(z′ : z′Ft = zFt}, (B.5)

where the minimum is searched among all the error vectorsz′ that result in receiving the

same word as forz when the transmitted word isx = 0. For the network hamming weight it

holds thatwt
n(z)≤ wt

r(z).

Another class of weights has been defined in [83]: Network Hamming weight of the

received vectory:

Wrec
t (y) = minwH(z), (B.6)

where the minimum is searched among all the error vectorsz that result in receiving the

word y = zFt at the receiver, which is identical to the definition given before. Network
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Hamming weight of the error vectorz:

Werr
t (z) =Wrec

t (zFt). (B.7)

Network Hamming weight of the message vectorx:

Wmsg
t (x) =Wrec

t (xMt). (B.8)

According to these definitions one can define the Hamming distance between received

vectors, and between source vectors as:

Drec
t (y1,y2) =Wrec

t (y1−y2), (B.9)

and

Dmsg
t (x1,x2) =Wmsg

t (x1−x2), (B.10)

respectively. It follows that the minimum distance can be defined as:

dmin,t = min
{

Dmsg
t (x1,x2) : x1,x2 ∈ C ,x1 6= x2

}

. (B.11)

We define a code asl error correcting ifdmin,t ≤ 2l +1 andl error detecting ifdmin,t ≤ l +1.

In classic coding theory, erasure correction is performed when missing elements reduce

the length of the codeword to be decoded. In coherent networkcoding, one could subsume

erasures as a special case of errors, where symbols at the edges where erasures are happening

are set to zero. In this case error correction theory applies. Alternatively, it is necessary

to assume knowledge of the location of the erasures, in whichcase a whole new set of

definitions and conclusions can be drawn, for which we refer to [80–82].

Linear Network Codes Bounds

Hamming bound, Singleton bound, and Gilbert-Varshamov bound define the relation be-

tween codebook size, field size, min-cut capacity and existence of a code with specific

property [18, 19]. We give here some definitions as proposed in [84]. Definitions of these

bounds were also given in [18, 19].

Consider a source codebookC , with size|C |= qω . The Singleton Bound, for an LCM

with minimum distance equal todmin,t , bounds the codebook size according to the following
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definition:

|C | ≤ qht−dmin,t+1, (B.12)

for all sink nodest. This can me also formulated as which can also be formulated as:

dmin,t ≤ δt +1, (B.13)

A Minimum Distance Separable (MDS) code can be defined as a LCMwhich verifies both

Eq. B.12 and Eq. B.13 with the equality.

The Hamming Bound constitutes also an upper bound on the sizeof the source code-

book, and was formulated in [84] as follows:

|C | ≤min
t∈T

qh
t

∑τt
i=0

(ht
i

)

(q− i)i
(B.14)

whereτt = ⌊dmin,t−1
2 ⌋.

These definitions, together with many that we don’t mention here, can regard the NEC

with the same characteristics of classic linear channel codes in terms of correction and

detection of error and correction of erasures. We recommendto refer to the bibliography for

detailed treatment of the topic.



Appendix C

Linear Network Code Construction and

Algorithms

This appendix concludes a review of network coding theory and tools, initiated in Chapter 2

and continued in Appendix B, with a survey of network codes construction and algorithms.

Let’s make a first distinction of transmission and construction approaches. These can

be classified intocoherentor non-coherent. Coherent transmission assumes that the sink

nodes have knowledge of network topology and coding functions. By contrast when de-

coding takes place without this knowledge we refer to it as non-coherent transmission. De-

terministic construction is usually performed for coherent transmission, and non-coherent

transmission follows a randomised construction. However,it is possible to transmit and

decode non-coherently with deterministically constructed codes, and use coherent transmis-

sion with randomly constructed codes, as long as the previous definitions of transmission

hold. While deterministic construction is usually a centralised process, randomised ap-

proaches could be implemented both in a centralised and distributed way. However among

these approaches, distributed randomised codes are more practical, allowing each node to

autonomously and randomly chose the coding functions. We also differentiate between

symbol-based transmission and packet-based transmission, the first one being feasible only

with coherent transmission, whereas non-coherent transmission needs to communicate in-

band the coding characteristic to the receiver.

We present now some algorithms for code construction, both coherent and non-coherent.

We will consider the network as a directed and acyclic graph.Multicast routing with net-

work coding has gained a lot of attention due to the importantresult that network coding

can reduce the intractable problem of optimal multicast routing optimisation, to a tractable

optimisation procedure. We refer to the following bibliography for further reading: [85–88].
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Table C.1: Comparison of complexity of deterministic algorithms for network code con-
struction.|E| is the total number of edges in the network,|V| the number of nodes and|T|
the number of sinks.M (h) is the time required to perform anh×h matrix multiplication.
Langberg suggest that the correct running times of the algorithms of Jaggiet al.are different
when the number of edges is small [89].

Field size (q) Time complexity

Yeung [90], Algorithm 2.19
(|E|+h−1

h−1

)

O(|E|)

Jaggiet al. [91] RLIF 2|T| O(|E||T|h2)

Jaggiet al. [91] DLIF |T| O(|E||T|h(h+ |T|))

Jaggiet al. [91] fast 2|E||T| O(|E||T|h+ |T|M (h))

Langberget al. [89] |T| O(|E||T|2h+h4|T|3(|T|+h))

Harveyet al. [92] |T| O(|T|h3 logh)

Coherent Construction Approaches

Deterministic coherent construction can be performed via the flow-pathapproach, firstly

proposed for generic codes by Liet al.and later improved for multicast by Jaggiet al.in their

preservative design [91] or viamatrix-completionproposed by Harveyet al. [92] within the

scope of matroids theory applied to network codes. A comparison of these algorithms by

required field size and complexity is presented in Table C.1.

The approach by Jaggiet al. [91] constructs a single-source LCM with linear indepen-

dence of the coding vectors for a specific set of nodesT. A cut set ofh paths from source

to sink is considered, then the global encoding vectors are assigned to form a base for the

coding space. The algorithm proceeds then to considers all the edges one at a time in topo-

logical order for the calculation of the local encoding vectors and ensures the preservation of

linear independence until the edges that feed into the receiver are considered. When choos-

ing a base for each cut-set of edges, there are two options: a semi-randomised procedure

assigns the kernels randomly first and test the linear independence. This approach is known

as the Randomised Linear Information Flow (RLIF). Another approach calculates the local

encoding kernels with an algebraic operation, as it is know as Deterministic LIF (DLIF). A

fast approach was also proposed where the coefficients of alledges can be chosen randomly,

and the rank of the resulting transfer matrix is calculated [91]. The execution times of these

algorithms are compared in Table C.1.
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Another deterministic approach, which belongs to the field of matroid theory, con-

sider the equivalence between the network graph and a matroid, and then apply indepen-

dent matching of matroids to transfer matrices [92]. This algorithm can be also applied

to multiple-source multicast problems as opposed to the aforementioned algorithms which

work for single-source networks. The complexity of the algorithm in the single source mul-

ticast version is compared with the other algorithms in Table C.2.

Coherent Network Error Correction

Network Error Correction code construction can be performed with flow path approaches.

The approaches discussed in this section are compared in Table C.2, again in terms of re-

quired field size and computational time. Consider that the formulae in table C.2 have been

adapted to fit a simplified notation with equal parameters forall receivers. E.g., the formula

for Guanget al. ’s algorithm [93] considers the complexity of constructingthe code for up

to a number of failures, whereas we reformulate for a maximumof dmin−1= h−ω errors.

Yang et al. proposed two completely deterministic algorithms achieving the Refined

Singleton bound, including unequal flows to the sinks [84]. The algorithms design both

network code and codebook to achieve at each receiver the minimum distancedmin,t =

mincut(t)−ω + 1. The first algorithm determines the network coding kernelsfirst and

then constructs an appropriate codebook. The encoding kernels spanning the coding space

are chosen, then the codebook is chosen using the basis for the network code that keep the

minimum coding distance [84]. The second algorithm determines a codebook by means of

traditional block-code generation and then constructs thenetwork code iteratively, one edge

at a time in up-stream to down-stream topological order. Failure patterns are considered,

and the kernels are chosen among those that allow the flow to sustain the source rate. This

technique is a generalisation of the linear independence ofthe preservative design. The pro-

cessing load and the required field size of these two algorithms are compared in Table C.2.

Matsumoto proposed another centralised and deterministicalgorithm, which builds an

extended network with imaginary nodes feeding the regular edges and expanding the num-

ber of edge disjoint paths to the sinks. To let the new paths beindependent from the regular

ones, the Jaggi’s preservative algorithm mentioned in the previous section is run on the ex-

tended network. This algorithm possesses similar requirements to Yang’s algorithms, as

showed in Table C.2.

Bahramgiri and Lahouti also proposed some variants of construction algorithms in line

with the design by Jaggiet al. [51]. Three version are proposed: A first scheme called
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Robust Network Coding 1 (RNC1) chooses the local kernels with a criterion of partial linear

independence. Allω-subsets of the paths from source to sink have to be independent. A

random subroutine is considered in this case, and the linearindependence is verified. When

mincut(t)−ω paths fail the receiver can always recoverω information symbols, but cannot

cope with alteration of paths intended to other sinks, thus the scheme is successful only in

case of erasures in a unicast scenario. A second scheme (RNC2) considers a subset of paths

which have any edge in common to any other path to other sinks.The scheme increase the

complexity by a factor equal to the number of paths with jointedges, but copes with all

path failures in case of erasures. A third scheme (RNC3) considers the use of backup paths.

In all construction algorithms mincut(t) edge-disjoint paths are considered from source to

sink, not considering edges in other possible paths. Backuppaths superpose with the edge-

disjoint and use inactive edges as a backup in case any of the other paths fail. At each step

of the algorithm, the partial independence is verified amongω-subsets of all possible paths.

This scheme increases the complexity by a factor equal to thenumber of possibleω-subsets

of paths. The three algorithms are compared in Table C.2 and discussed in detail in [51].

Another greedy algorithm was proposed by Guanget al. [93] where the linear indepen-

dence of local encoding kernels is guaranteed for all error patterns, either by testing with

linear independence or with a deterministic implementation, similarly to Jaggiet al. ’s RLIF

and DLIF criteria.

Noncoherent Network Coding

In situations that require a distributed code construction, randomised coding provides an

efficient solution. Nodes select the coding coefficients forthe outgoing packets randomly

and independently. The most common approach to produce a decodable stream is to attach

unitary vectors to packets at the source as a pre-payload. When encoded together with the

actual payload, receivers will be able to deduce the coding kernels and decode the messages.

This approach was thoroughly discussed in Chapter 2.

We analysed the case in which a randomised choice of the localencoding kernel pro-

duces a random matrix channel. The probability of having a random code with desired

characteristics depends on many factors. A sufficiently large base field is usually enough to

ensure the existence of the code and the possibility of successfully decoding the transmis-

sion [22]. Additionally, if the codebook has a degree of redundancyδt =mincut(t)−ω,∀t ∈
T, whereω = dim(C )≤ h, decoding can be succesful in presence of link failures or errors

with increasing probability as the GF size increases [23].
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The probabilities of successful construction with or without degradation, and the re-

quired field size for the existence of such code are resumed inTable C.3.

Another solution came with the introduction ofsubspace coding, where the receivers

perform an algebraic analysis of the space spanned by the received packets and deduce in-

formation about the encoded source information, or better,the vector space injected into the

network at the encoder [94]. A class of codes that conform to the subspace design have been

studied using rank distance metrics and exploiting partialknowledge of network degradation

in terms of erasures (knowledge of error location but not thevalue) and deviations (knowl-

edge of error value but not the location) [55]. Their approach with rank-metric is based on

Gabidulin codes which is analogous to the subspace metric approach with Reed-Solomon

codes. Also in case of adversarial error injections, aninjectionmetric has been proposed for

a better design of non-constant-dimension codes than the subspace metric [95].

To conclude this appendix: Decoding by matrix inversion hasan advantage over sub-

space coding against random channel errors. On the other hand the performance for era-

sure correction is the same for both approaches. Moreover, rank-metric codes can achieve

higher performance against attacks from malicious nodes since there’s no need to record the

encoding kernels in the header. Finally, centralised and deterministic approaches to code

construction are seemingly impractical because such complete knowledge of the network

may not be available at any instant.
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Table C.2: Comparison of centralised algorithms for singlesource multicast network error correction code construction. |E| is the
total number of edges in the network,|T| the number of sinks,d is the minimum distance at all sinks,h is the multicast rate,ns the
number of outgoing channels from the source. In Bahramgiri and Lahouti’s algorithms:R(d) is the set of failure patterns with at most
d−1 failures of edges in common with other paths,Ω includes all possible sets of paths [51].

Field size (q) Time complexity

Yanget al. [84], 1 |T|
( |E|

d−1

)

O

(

ns|T|ω
( |E|

d−1

)

(

n2
s+ |T|

( |E|
d−1

)

))

Yanget al. [84], 2 |T|
(h+|E|−2

d−1

)

O

(

h|T|2|E|
(h+|E|−2

d−1

)

(

h2|T|2+ |T|
(h+|E|−2

d−1

)

)

+h3d|E||T|
( |E|

d−1

)

)

Matsumoto [96] |T|
( |E|

d−1

)

O

(

h|E||T|
( |E|

d−1

)

(

|T|
( |E|

d−1

)

+h+d
))

Bahramgiri and Lahouti [51], 1 |T|
(h−1

h−d

)

O

(

|E||T|(n−d+1)3
(h−1

h−d

)

(

1−
(h−1

h−d

) |T|
q

)−1
)

Bahramgiri and Lahouti [51], 2 |T||R(d)|
(h−1

h−d

)

O

(

|E||T||R(d)|(n−d+1)3
(h−1

h−d

)

(

1−
(h−1

h−d

) |T||R(d)|
q

)−1
)

Bahramgiri and Lahouti [51], 3 |T|∏T |Ω| O

(

|E||T|(n−d+1)3∏T |Ω|
(

1− |T|∏T |Ω|
q

)−1
)

Guanget al. [93], 1 |T|
( |E|

d−1

)

O

(

|E|(ω +d−1)|T|
( |E|

d−1

)

(

1+ω + |E|+1
2

))

Guanget al. [93], 2 |T|
( |E|

d−1

)

O

(

|E||T|
( |E|

d−1

)

(

|T|
( |E|

d−1

)

(ω + |E|+1
2 )+ω +d−1

))
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Table C.3: Lower bounds for success probability of randomized coding and the required field size. Upper table shows the success
probability, i.e., the probability of having successful transmission with coding redundancy (δt = mincut(t)−dim(C ),∀t ∈ T) with
and without degradation in the network up tod [23]. The lower table shows the success probability of generating a Minimum
Distance Separable (MDS) code with distanceDmin,t = mincut(t)−dim(C )+1, with and without codebook redundancy [93].J is
the set of internal nodes.

without degradation (d = 0) with degradation (d > 0)

Pr(Dmin,t ≤ δt +1−d,∀t ∈ T) 1−∑
t∈T

(

δt + |J|+1
|J|

)

(q−1)δt+1
1−∑

t∈T

( |E|
δt −d

)(

d+ |J|+1
|J|

)

(q−1)d+1 [23]

Field sizeq ∑
t∈T

(|E|
δt

)

1−
(

∑
t∈T

( |E|
δt −d

)(

d+ |J|+1
|J|

)

)

1
d+1

without redundancy (δt = 0) with redundancy (δt > 0)

MDS, Pr(Dmin,t ≤ δt +1,∀t ∈ T)

(

1− |T|
q−1

)|J|+1









1−∑
t∈T

(|E|
δt

)

q−1









|J|+1

[93]

Field sizeq |T||E| ∑
t∈T

(|E|
δt

)
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